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OCTOBER 4, 1993 
Registration's Ups and Downs 
By Martha E. Hernandez 
NrosEditor 
Although registration is a thing 
of the past for most Columbia col-
lege students, a school official took 
time out to explain why registra-
tion is the way it is for this 
institution. 
Marvin Cohen, director of 
records and registration, explained 
every step taken during registra-
tion and expressed his concerns 
about this particular system. He 
said things arc done the way they 
are because Columbia doesn't 
have the facilities. "No gym or 
ballroom," in which all the steps 
can be completed. 
At Truman College, students 
camped-out the night before 
registration. When the doors were 
opened people rushed in, just a 
basic stampede in which u woman 
had her arm broken. Columbia is 
mild in comparison. 
Columbia's-hands on registra-
tion provides personal contact with 
instructors because they arc the 
ones who work registration and 
they can help students with any 
questions they may have. "Here at 
Columbia," Cohen added,"we've 
always had the philosophy of stu-
dents being able to meet with the 
instructors ... talking to them." 
Some of the disadvantages of call-
in registration are: no contact, not 
having someone around to answer 
questions and no way of knowing 
if classes were obtained or still 
open. The only advantage is no 
lines. 
National Service Act Becomes Law 
All new students started out with 
a survey at the Ferguson Theatre at 
the 600 S. Michigan building and, 
since there were a lot of students, 
most had to wait in line outside 
while their classmates completed 
the survey. "It's unfortunate we 
have to line people up on the stair-
ways. There's just nowhere else," 
said Cohen. 
"We have no way to radically 
change (the registration process), 
but we ~ave meetings before and 
after registration to talk about 
problems and solutions," Cohen 
said. 
By Charles Dervarics 
Special O>rrtspondent 
CDII<g< Press Srnrice 
Washington- President Clin-
ton signed into law . a 
scaled-back version of his plan 
to promote national service 
among youth in exchange for 
federal help with the high cost 
of a college education. 
Under the National Service 
and Community Trust Act, stu-
dents could work for up to two 
years, making $4,725 annually 
to pay for college or pay off 
existing loans. Students also 
would earn a minimum wage 
salary as they perform service 
in a variety of social service 
and environmental settings. 
During the 1992 presidential 
campaign, Clinton had en-
visioned national service as a 
way for all students to attend 
college. But his plan fell vic-
tim to various budget pressures 
and the package ultimately ap-
proved by Congress is expected 
to reach only a fraction of the 5 
million U.S. college students 
who currently receive financial 
aid. 
Nonetheless, the president, at 
a White House ceremony on 
September 21, touted the new 
plan as an important starting 
point to instill in youth a tradi-
tion of service. 
"I hope, believe and dream 
that national servi ce will 
remain throughout the life of 
America not a series of 
promises but a series of chal-
lenges ac ross all the 
generations and all walks of life 
to help us rebuild our troubled, 
but wonderful land," the presi-
dent said. 
To underscore the importance 
of tbe occasion, Clinton signed 
the bill with pens used by 
Franklin Roosevelt to create 
the Civilian Conservation Corps, a 
Depression era service program, 
and John F. Kennedy when he 
created the Peace Corps in the 
1960s. 
The bill authorizes $300 mil-
lion in 1994 to cover about 
20,000 participants in the pro-
gram. The bill sets goal of 
$500 million in funding in 1995 
and $700 million in 1996 to 
recruit a growing number of 
.students. 
In addition to receiving mini-
mum wage and college aid , 
participants will receive health 
insurance and child-care assis-
tance, if applicable, during 
their service period. 
The bill passed the House in 
early August by a vote of 275-
152. Senate Democrats broke a 
Republican-led filibuster of the 
bill late in the summer a nd 
eventually approved the 
measure by a 57-40 vote on 
September 8. 
Even before the bill 's sign-
ing, Clinton kicked off his 
national service effort earlier 
this year with a "Summer of 
Service" for 1,500 students. 
These youth helped immunize 
children, rebuild communities 
and clean the environment at 16 
programs in cities including 
Boston, Los Angeles, New Or-
l eans, New York and 
Philadelphia. 
Student groups generally ex-
pressed s upport for the 
president's plan but noted that 
its limited scope will help only 
a few students receive the type 
of financial help they need for 
college. 
"The type o f program Bill 
Clinton preached (during the 
campaign) was probably not 
possible," said Stephanie Arel-
lano, vice president of the 
United States Student Associa-
tion. As approved b y 
Congress, she said, "it will affect 
only a fraction of most college 
students' debt." 
Arellano also expressed con-
cern because the 
minimum -w age jobs e n-
visioned under the service plan 
will not help recent graduates 
who already have loan pay-
ments. "They won't be making 
enough to pay off a loan," she 
said. 
Nonetheless, she said USSA 
viewed enactment of the bill as 
a pos it ive s tep toward en-
couraging community service. 
"We' re pleased that it passed," 
she said, especially provisions 
favored by student groups to 
offer health care and child-care 
assistance. 
As for the future, however, 
Arellano said it is still impera-
tive that Congress provide 
more funds for the other s tudent 
financial aid programs, because 
national service will reach only 
a small number of students. 
However, budget pressures are 
forcing Congress to consider 
freezing the maximum Pell 
Grant a nd funding for other 
programs. 
"The Pell Grant has been 
shortchanged," she said, noting 
that the freeze proposal fol-
lowed a year in which the 
max imum grant was cut by 
$100. In addition, though Clin-
ton proposed the na tional 
service bill, his budget plan 
also would have cut othe r 
financial aid programs to 
reduce the budget deficit. 
Congress is still working on 
bills to set financial aid funding 
for the 1994 fiscal year, a 
process which begins in Oc-
tober. Both the House and 
Senate are expec ted to com-
plete action on these bills in tho 
next few weeks. 
But the lines did not end on the 
first noor. People had to wait in 
line in order to complete most 
steps. At the 5th noor cashier's 
window, students had to line up to 
pay a $25 registration fcc."This is 
really a hassle," said Cohen. "Stu-
dents can pay in advance and avoid 
this line." However, Cohen added 
tlun the lines were at least orderly 
and "not chaotic." 
· There arc a coup! of things stu-
dents can do to avoid spending more 
time than nocessary registering for 
schooL One is to have alternative 
classes in mind in case the ones stu-
dents want arc closed or have been 
canceled, another sugeslion is to 
take care of the registration fcc and 
all other money malters before com-
ing in. 
Photo by Simoo Cygielslci 
Students walt for registration to begin line tbe staircase or tbe 600 S. 
Michigan buildlng 
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Th~ BLI:ZZ 
y Matt Kurten 
:ucutive Editor 
Here we are again, another 
week, another fix- the buzz is 
catching. Pretty soon you can be 
classified as buzz-junkies, yes, 
this is an honor. So here's the 
buzz: within the grammatically 
correct halls of the English 
Department, Paul Hoover, 
coordinator of the Poetry Pro-
gram, is featured as theeditorof 
Postmodern American Poetry: 
A Norton Anthology. If you 
said, "so what?" you better lis-
ten up. This anthology is 
published by one of the largest 
publishers of poetry an-
thologies in the U.S. (Norton 
Publishers); the book will have 
WORLDWIDE distribution in 
the spring of 1994. Where do 
you think you're going? Fellow 
faculty member and Director of 
the Composition Program, 
ark Withrow, is currently 
pulling co-author rank on a 
forthcoming textbook titled, 
Readings Are Writings:A Guide 
to Reading and Writing Well 
(Prentice Hall). Finally, a follow 
up note to last week's an-
nouncement of the Interpreter 
Training Program that is being 
coordinated by Lynn Pena :The 
English department received an 
$80,000 grant from the State of 
Illinois for the development of 
the program. It is a pioneer of its 
kind in the state and offers stu-
dents a 4-year B.A. for the 
training of interpreters for the 
deaf and hearing-impaired-
go Lynn, go! 
Now that we've passed up all 
<>f those who deserve lauding 
it's time to move on to what's 
going on for all of you am-
bitious and curious 
buzz-junkies. 
The D~ce Center of Colum-
bia College is beaming as it 
announces the opening of 
Dance Africa/Chicago 1993. The 
event will take place from Oc-
tober 8-10, but there will be 22 
pre-performance events start-
ing October 4. The schedule is 
lengthy, should not be missed, 
and is as follo ws: 
October 4: The African-
American dance 11 oupe 
S.P.I.R.l.T.S. is performing its 
highly energetic routine n the 
Hokin Annex on Monday. at 12 
p.m. But wait, there's m ore. 
After you take in the noo n 
show, ODA-DAA, a colorful and 
charismatic dance troupe from 
Washington D.C. , is going to 
bring the Hokin Annex to life at 5 
p.m. , with their tradit ional 
Ghanian dance techniques Chuck 
Davis and members of four 
dance companies will be serv-
ing up thei r expertise to the 
public for $9, Oct. 4-8, 10:30 -
noon a t the Dance Center o f 
Columbia College, 4730 N . 
Sheridan Rd., C hicago (312) 
271-7804. 
Columbia College's Science 
Institute and the American 
Chemical Society arc sponsor-
ing som e brain food. Guest 
speaker and refusenik activist 
Dr. Yuri Tarnopolski, will also 
be sig ning copies of his new 
book, M emoirs of 1984, a 
description of h is life in prison 
from 1983-1987. 
October 6: Sa bar Ak Ru Afriq, 
one of the featured acts o f the 
festival will be performing and 
speaking to the audience from 7 
- 9 p .m ., at the DuSable 
Museum, 740 E. 56th St., 
Chicago. The event is free and 
open to the public. Pa-rum-pa-
pum-pum, the Memory oj 
African Culture Performing 
Company will be holding a 
workshop on African drum-
ming techniques from 7-9 p.m., 
at The Old Town School of Folk 
Music, 909 W. Armitage Ave. 
The cost is $10. Call (312) 525-
7793 for more information. The 
same company will be at The 
Harold Washington Library 
Center, Congress and State Sts., 
from 12:15 - 1:15 p.m. for a 
preview performance and lec-
ture. ODA-DAA will be 
engaging in their third pre-per-
formance show with a special 
matinee performance for stu-
dents of the Chicago Public 
School System from 10:30-11 :30 
a .m ., at the Medinah Temple, 
600 N. Wabash Ave. The 
matinee is free and open to 
anyone who wishes to attend. 
You should have seen them at 
least once by now/ 
October 7: Zeke Berman will 
be giving a lecture at 6:30 p .m. 
in Columbia's Ferguson 
Theater, 600 S. Michigan. "Zeke 
the geek" will be talking turkey 
on photographic elements for a 
$5 charge. Call (312) 663-1600 
ext. 320 for more info. 
Dance Africa/Chicago is the 
three day festival of African 
Dance and Music, directed by 
Chuck Davis, and presented by 
ours truly, Columbia College. 
There will be four featured 
dance companies: SPIRITS of 
Chicago, ODA-DAA of 
Washington D.C., Memory of 
African Culture Performing 
Company of Washington D.C., 
and Sabar Ak Ru Afriq of N~ 
York. The performances will be 
held at 8 p .m., on Fri. and Sat., 
on Sun. at 3 p.m. at The Medinah 
Temple,600N . Wabash. Admis-
sion for this fabulous array of 
dance and culture will run $16 
for the main floor and dress 
circle and $12 for the balcony. 
Group rates are available. Call 
(312) 271-7928 fo r information. 
October 10: The Episcopal 
Diocese of Chicago, The Greek 
Orthodox Diocese of Chicago, 
The Metropolitan Chicago 
Synod of t}le Evangelical 
Lutheran Church in America, 
and the Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese of Chicago will be 
joining powers and purpose in 
an evening prayer service for 
those w h o are liv ing with 
HIV I AIDS. The day has been 
declared a Day of Prayer for 
people living with HIV I AIDS. 
Prayer is anticipated to begin in 
the morning and continue into 
the night. All offerings will be 
divided among the KUPONA 
Network, a health service serv-
ing the African American 
Community on the South Side, 
and The C hicago Women's 
AIDS Project. The service will 
be held at St. Peter's Roman 
Catholic C hurch (in the loo p), 
110 W. Madison, Chicago, at 4 
p.m. For anyone who cares 
about those living with the 
world's most feared viral Infec-
tion, I ask you to a ttend. The 
fear a nd madness must end. 
Tha t end will come only 
through conscio usness of the 
prevention of HIV I AIDS and 
the real-! i fe experience of know-
ing someone living with this 
kille r . 
So, no w that the world 's 
longest column has hit the eyes 
of present and future buzz-
junkies I can only spell it out so 
many times: Take advantage t 
Sexual Harrassment: Calling The Sex Police 
Karen Neustadt 
Sw.f{Writer 
college press service 
At Antioch University you bet-
ter believe it when someone says 
they don't want to kiss you. Or 
hug you. Or go to bed with you. 
It could mean your college 
career. 
The small liberal arts school in 
Yellow Springs, Ohio, has a 
sexual offense policy that re-
quires s tudents to give and 
receive verbal consent for every 
act of affection, from touching to 
kissing to sexual intercourse. 
In addition, if an Antioch stu-
dent-male or female-fails to 
disclose having a sexually-trans-
mitted disease and has 
intercourse with another student, 
it could mean a suspension of 
three months or more. 
"Some say we arc too strin-
gent," said Mcrian Jensen, dean 
of students at the college. "But 
all we arc asking for is that stu-
dents usc respect and comllion 
sense." 
The 13-pagc policy, which was 
recently revised, covers issues 
such as rape, sexual assault, in-
s istent or persistent sexual 
harassment, non-disclosure of a 
known positive HIV status, and 
non·disclosure of known sexual-
ly-transmitted disease. 
The policy, which has been in 
effect for three years, also has a 
section for defining sexual im-
position, which is described as 
"non-consensual sexual con-
tact," which includes "the 
touching of thighs, genitals, but-
tocks, the pubic region or the 
breasl/chest area." 
"We arc trying to teach college 
students to talk reasonably and 
sensibly about intimacy," Jensen 
said. "Those of us who l..'!low 
college studen ts know that 
people get assaulted, get taken 
advantage of, or wake up in the 
morning feeling very uncomfort-
able about what happened the 
night before." 
The policy spells out what the 
school considers appropriate 
sexual behavior, such as: "As-
king 'Do you want to have sex 
with me?'is not enough. The 
request for 
consent must be specific to 
each act." 
Students eventually accept the 
policy, said Jensen, though male 
students sometimes balk at its 
specificity. The Antioch campus 
is small, she said, and a person 
who is taking liberties with 
others can disrupt the campus. 
"But eventually, they take the 
policy seriously," she said. 
All students arc required to at-
tend a workshu11 ubout sexual 
offenses, consent and behavior 
every year they arc at the institu-
tion. In addition, a one-credit 
self-defense workshop is offered 
each quarter and the school of-
fers support groups for survivors 
of sexual offenses. 
Jensen said she has invited 
male students into her office 
when she hears of questionable 
sexual behavior and before a for-
mal complaint is logged. She 
said her candor is an important 
part of being an educator. 
I'll say to a YOL\ng man, 
'You're not in trouble yet, but 
you could be if you keep puUing 
your hands where they don't 
belong." she said. ''I'll tell them 
that maybe they thinlc it's cool to 
feel some girl up, but maybe she 
was afraid to tell you she didn't 
like it." 
''I've had a young man stop and 
say, 'Whoa, I never thought 
about it that way before," she 
said. Jensen hopes her chats wiU 
educate young men who do not 
realize that their behavior is inap-
propriate. . 
Antioch has .had one sexual Of-
fense hearing since the Jio!icy 
was put in place three years ago, 
but Jensen is concerned that the 
low number may reflect that 
there is as still reticence aboul 
reporting sexual improprieti.cs.' ' 
"I'm afraid some people 111e 
still silent about some of theae 
things,"_ she said. If rape is 
reported on the Antioch campus, 
the allege perpetrator is removed 
from the campus immediately. 
Jensen cited a case althe Univer-
sity of California at .Santa Cruz · 
where a rape was recorded and 
the victim had to face the per-
petrator every day for monihs 
before a hearing was held. 
"It's too hard to have.diatkind 
of person on the campus. We just 
can'tre-educ.ate thafperson," she 
said. "It is a fair procedure, 
though we know it is clearly 
stacked in favor of the victim. 
But we are trying to even ihe 
power balance." 
Jensen also noted that .the 
university attorneys liave ad+ 
vised tliem that the·strict policy 
· does not necessarily make ~ 
· -·school·vulnemble to"1iiWS6ita ~ 
cause it is not an "arbitrary and 
capricious" policy. 
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teJifllfi she Iter I Get The Lead Out -Now 
By Elizabeth Ward 
SU.f!Writer 
THE LEASE OF YOUR WORRIES 
Stand at Halsted and Belmont-any comer-and look east down 
the north side of the street Tell me what you see. The Evergreen 
Supermarket parking lot? A number of concrete buildings? Maybe 
a couple of weeks ago, but now I'd be surprised if your attention was 
drawn to anything but the bright blue and gold advertisement painted 
on the side of a brick apartment complex. The ad is for The Apartment 
People, a local, very successful , FREE rental agency that represents 
north side apartment living. Please take my word on this. Not too 
long ago, I had four, count 'em one, two, three, four days to move out 
of my building and, being the cynical control freak that I can some-
: times be, I decided to do the Reader thing. This entailed loolcing 
through about five thousand pages of two bedroom apartments to find 
about one thousand I wanted to view. I did see a couple, but, time 
being of the utmost essence, I engaged the Apartment People who 
showed me about 30 places in a total of five hours. The last one I saw, 
I rented. I thought there must be a catch-nothing's free--but they 
were. The office is almost always crowded so there's a waiL But if 
you have the patience, you'll have an apartment. They even offer $25. 
off your rental if they procure the lease. Great deal. 
The one thing the Apartment People does not do, (unless, of course, 
you ask) is scrutinize your lease with you. I'm assuming that they're 
assuming the customer knows what he or she is getting themselves 
into by walking into the joint in the first place. With every apartment 
comes a lease, right? True, but let me tell you something. When 
I was an undergrad at Boston University, I didn't know spit about 
rentals and leases. I looked for a place in the Phoenix newspaper 
(much like the Reader) and made my calls. I remember feeling that 
the rental agents were God-like, and I feared them only a little less 
than the landlords themselves. I felt at their mercy because I thought 
they were doing me a huge favor by renting to me. Little did I know 
that Boston, as well as any other major metropolitan city, has 
thousands of vacant, zcro-doUar producing apartments, and that they 
all should have kissed my ass for the money I was doling to them. I 
found this out only after getting Into the real estate business, and I fear 
many people, students or not, still have the same anxieties. 
I wish I could tell you how to become less fearful of people in 
general, but that's up to you. Some landlords are plain @#!holes that 
you have to get used to dealing with, some arc bullies, and some are 
reaUy nice. Who knows? Who cares? It's your life, and always 
remember-YOU'RE PAYING THEM!! Without you, they're noth-
ing!! What I can teU you is that the only thing that binds you and the 
landlord is the LEASE. And if you understand the lease, (which I 
know 99.9% of students do not read thoroughly, except the MONTH-
LY RENT box) you will understand your rights as a renter, and can 
approach one of the three essentials of living in a more educated, 
professional . 
NEXT WEEK: THE LEASE 
Connect with retail employers who will be on campus 
seeking candidates for management positions as well as part-
time employees for the holiday season. 
Bloomingdale's 
Nordstrom 
Lord & Taylor 
Montgomery 
Ward 
Employers from: 
Elek-Tek The Limited 
Filene's Basement Express 
Neiman Marcus Crate and Barrel 
Art & Artisans And Many more 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1993 
11 A.M. - 2 P.M. 
Wabash Building, 3rd floor 
RSVP to the Career Planning & Placement Office 
Suite 300, Wabash Building, (312) 663-1600, xt 280 
The Career Planning & Placement staff is available to assist you 
with your resume and inteviewing skills. 
Columbia College Chicago 
By Michel Schwartz 
Production Editor &: 
Karen Nowosel 
Correspondent 
The nineties are proving to be the 
awareness years. Americans now 
recycle, abstain, car pool, con-
serve, communicate and heal. So 
we're very safe, right?Wrong! Ac-
cording to the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) lead poisoning is 
considered to be the greatest en-
vironmental health threat facing 
our country's children. What's 
even more frightening is that most 
people arc not even aware of the 
problem so as many as nine of ten 
children have never been tested for 
lead poisoning. 
Dr. Harvey Davis, a part-time 
faculty membe r of the 
science/math department at 
Columbia College, informed stu-
dents in his Scientific Issues 
Behind the News class las t 
semester that a blood level count of 
80 micrograms per deciliter of 
blood {mg/dL) can cause death. 
However, in 'the I960s an accept-
able amount was 60 mg/dL. That 
level was lowered to 10 mg/dl in 
the I990s. Even with lead level 
counts of25 to 55 mg/dL. Accord-
ing to the CDC, studies have found 
that children can experience ef-
fects that range from simple 
nausea, slower reaction time, the 
inability to concentrate, impaired 
memory and lower IQ's. 
Scary stuff, huh? 
According to a Time magazine 
article (February 25, 1991), " three 
to four million American children 
-or about one out of every six-
under six years old have lead 
poisoning, only 7% of young 
children from medium and high-
income families arc afflicted, it 
affccts25%ofpoor, white children 
and an 55% of those from im-
poverished black families." 
One of the main sources of lead 
poisoning is lead-based paint. 
Investigation Affects 
starts tbe Fetus 
Hospital- Coma 
ization 
Causes 
death 
Effects or lead poisoning at different levels or lead content per 
deciliter or blood. (Based on micrograms oflead per deciliter orblood 
(mgldLJ) 
Until 1978 lead was still used in 
paint Although its percentage rate 
has dropped from 50% in the 
1940's to its current rate of0.05%, 
Housing and Urban Development 
{HUD) estimates that 57 million 
residences in the United States still 
have lead-based paint on their 
walls. Another major source of 
lead poisoning is the soil around 
houses, playgrounds and roads. 
This is due to the lasting effect of 
the now banned leaded gasoline_ 
According to the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) •. a child 
ingests, on the average, a golf-ball 
size amount of soil per day. Other 
sources include water, pottery. 
crystal .. .it is even in the air. After 
age six a child's exposure to lead 
is reduced and their bodies are able 
to absorb the lead better, lead can 
remain with their bones. When a 
woman's body is under the stress 
of pregnancy, she can pass the lead 
that is in her onto her unborn baby. 
Private and governmental agen-
cies such as Parents Against Lead 
(P .A.L-) , Lead Educational 
Awareness Referral Network 
(L.E.A.R.N.), Illinois Department 
of Public Health (I.D.P.H.) and 
local towns and villages and health 
departments, have pamphlets per-
taining to these issues. Some even 
have hot lines. There are listings in 
the phone book under Infant Mor-
tality in the yellow pages. Also, 
local hardware stores carry lead 
testing kits that are relatively inex-
pensive and simple to use. 
As of January I. 1993, the State 
of Illinois enforced a requirement 
that all parents of children six 
months to six years old must prove 
that their youngsters have been 
screened for lead poisoning before 
entering a day care, nursery 
·school, pre-school or kindergarten 
{Public Act 8J-175). As a result of 
this law, 24,000 children in Illinois 
were found to have dangerously 
high amounts of lead in their sys-
tems_ 
So . .. get the facts .. . get the 
test. .. get the lead out. 
Loans or Grants: Financial Aid Has The Answer 
Joseph Schrank 
Ftr~turts Editor 
The Columbia College Financial 
Aid office offers a wide variety of 
services to the student population. 
The main function of this office is 
to help students realize the finan-
cial options available to them. 
The first step in the process is for 
students to meet with a financial 
aid advisor. The advisors are avail-
able on a walk-in basis and their 
offices are located in Room 605 in 
the 600 South Michigan building. 
The office hours during the fall and 
spring semesters are : Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday - 9 a.m. 
until 7 p.m.; Tues day an d 
Thursday - 12 until 7 p.m. 
When a student meets with an 
advisor. she/he will be informed as 
to what personal and financial in-
formation must be gathered in 
order to fill out forms that go to 
organizations that determine 
financial need. Among the infor-
mation that must be collected are 
tax returns, high school diplomas 
.md birth records. When all of the 
various forms are filled out. they 
are sent to the appropriate agen-
cies. After the information is 
processed, the advisor can then 
determine the best way for the stu-
dent to finance his or her 
education. 
Students that show financial 
need are eligible for federal aid, 
such as Pcll Grants, Educational 
Opponunity Grants, Work-Study 
and the Family Educational Loan 
Program. The state of Illinois also 
offers aid, the biggest program 
being the Monetary Award Pro-
gram. Also available arc private 
forms of aid, such as grants and 
scholarships. All forms of aid must 
be applied for and there are dead-
lines that must be observed. 
Columbia follows a policy that 
specifies that all potential sources 
of aid students may be eligible for 
be searched thoroughly before 
they arc advised to take out loans. 
Therefore, all s tudents are en-
couraged to seek out a financial 
advisor. Many students who think 
they probably aren' t eligible for 
free or low-cost aid may actually 
be eligible. An advisor will be able 
to determine this for the student. 
Students who arc not eligible for 
awarded aid, or those who need 
supplemental aid, can apply for a 
variety of loans. Loans also have 
deadlines for application. This in-
formation is readily available at 
the Financial Aid Office. 
John Olino, director of the finan-
cial aid department stresses the 
importance of students to seek out 
information about financial aid 
directly from the financial aid of-
fice. Seeking out information from 
relatives or friends will not tell the 
student what types of aid and loans 
they arc eligible for. The advisors 
can determine this information and 
they are more than willing to help. 
Mr. Olino also hopes that s tu-
dents take only the financial aid 
and loans that they need to pay for 
their education. Taking out more 
than is necessary only adds to the 
already overburdened aid and loan 
system. Also, loans are a financial 
responsibility so why take out 
more than necessary? 
. . 
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By Victoria Sheridan 
Clll'lmicl• Astrolog,. 
Scorpio. Say nothing you'll regret which means putting your ideas 10 won't have 10 wort hard at iL If 
and do nothing without thinking it work will bring you big profits. you happen to be looking for 
through,oryoumightdiscoverthat Thiswillbemoreprominentinmid someone new, you won't have 10 
First, happy birthday Libra. you've burnt your bridge before November when Jupiter joins this Jookfar. Asamatteroffact,asltan 
Some people think you're com- you've had a chance 10 cross it. transit and adds luck 10 it. Also, Aries friend for one of their bats. 
pleiCly wishy washy because you Sagitarius: My guess is most just a tidbit, Saturn, the planet of You're going 10 need it. 
have a tough time making Sagitarius (Sag rising, especially) willpoweranddiscipline, isinthe Gemini: Geminis will find this 
decisions. Choices for your daily arc having BIG money problems first house of the self. This is a semester more mellow than others, 
routine tum out 10 be painstalcing right now. Transiting Nepwne, good time 10 make changes on it's not that there's less 10 do, it's 
ordeals because the option factor is which represents deception, and your outward appearanc and break just that Saturn is the highest planet 
so high. What people don't realize transiting Uranus, which rules sud- habits. Now's the time to start a on the solar chart, which has a very 
isonceyou'vemadeupyourmind, den and unexpected changes, arc dietorquitbitingyournails. sobering affect on Gemini's rest-
that's pretty much the end of the in the second house of money right Pisces: Saturn is geuing close 10 less spirit. This is a good time 10 
story. Once Libra is committed to now. DcspiiC all efforts to keep your sui! Pisces, so brace yourself. hit the books. Concentration will 
something, they can be almost as your hands on it,moneycomesand Sawrn not only brings hard work, be more focused than it has been in 
stubborn as Taurus. goes in spurts and you are totally but Sawrn also acts as the teacher, the pasL Saturn is in Aquarius, the 
Here are some general solar clueless as to where the nest dollar and now will be the time you will ruler of science and math. So if you 
chart predictions for what you ex- is going to come from. This chart learn the lessons you've been arc studying those subjects you'll 
peel this semesiCr. If you happen also indicates that some Sags arc trying 10 blow off for the past year, have an easier time with them, 
to know your rising sign, read that especially itchin • 10 change take advantage of this time. even if you've had problems with 
too. It gives a little more detail. residence right now. 1 wouldn't JupiiCr is in the eighth house of them in the past. 
Libra: Saturn is smack dab in suggest it at this time. Simply put, change. You'll discover you can c Th u N 1 
the middle of the fifth house of h ancer: e ranus- ep une the possibility of you gelling actually stick to your guns w en transit happens to fall in your 
creativity. That means you 'II screwed is too high. Wait a year, at you say you're going to do some- seventh house of partnerships. At 
either find your creative juices lcasL thing. Don'twhincaboutitPisces, this time, you may discover that 
nowing or totally blocked. Saturn Capricorn: You also have the just deal. 
tends to have extreme either/or ef- pleasure of the Neptune-Uranus Aries: Jupiter in Libra opposing your boyfriend or girlfriend isn't 
fects on people. JupiiCr is also transit, but it affects you in a dif- your sun will give you added what you thought they were. This 
getting close 10 the sun, giving ferent way. This transit is crossing refinement. Libra adds grace to the is more of a drag for you than it is 
most Librans a boost of good luck. nonnally brash Aries. The Libra for others because Venus is your 
. . Capricorn's sun, which gives the You'll lend 10 find stmple httle sun in the house of partnerships highestplanet,soloveiswhat'son 
pleasures fall in your lap, free goat a nice litllc identity crisis. blended with a burst of added your mind the most. With this 
change in the pay phone, an unused Some goats will find they want 10 charm will make you ICmporarily transit,thcre'sachance you'llsud-
transfcr laying in the street, et change their lives, but they don't sodesirableithurts. You should be denlyhaveanewsignificantother. 
ceiCra. This transit should last for know how or why. That's the last beating away potential mates with He or she won't turnout10 be what 
about three months so enjoy it thing Capricorn needs, being as bats. The Node, which is lilce a you think they are either. You' ll 
while you can. cynical as they are. good luck charm, faJJs in Sagit- have a clearer focus this time next 
Scorpio: Mars, the planet of Your saving gruee comes from tarius, the freedom seeking sign. year,whenthetransitbrcaksapart. 
energy is closing in on your sun Jupiter, the planet of luck, sitting If you happen 10 be thinking about 
and Mercury, the planet of com- right in the middle of the ICnth traveling, now is the time. Aries is Leo: Greetings, your majesties. 
munication and mental activity. house of work, which is what you in a good trend for permanent Venus is in your second house of 
You'll fmd yourselves with strong do best Hence, now'sagood time moves and residence changes, as money forthenextsix weeks. This 
desire to say things you've always 10 throw yourself in10 your worlc. well as vacations. is a great time to do a Jot of shop-
wanted to say, or lcick-in plans that It'll be a well needed distraction. Taurus: This is your semester ping. You will find everythina 
have been in the back of your Aquarius: Yours is a polpourri for love. The moon, which rules you're looking for. Venus in the 
is in the evendl U. -·-~ 
ships for you JUYIIIIII die IDOCia •~• 
in Taurus. So if lilY of you bl¥e a 
special someone, DOW Ia I JDOII 
time 10 commit or maybe even de 
the knot. Jlllt lhil* olllll the rn. 
prclenll you'JJ aetl'rom tho ...... 
dina reception alone. 
Vlrao: You too will lave dll 
more-desirable-than-UIIIII lnllld 
with Venus sitting in tho fint boalo 
of the elf. You have a Clldl, Ill 
careful. Mara (which bllnlutlJ 
represents sex) Is in Scorpio, II 
right next to Mercury, 10 lOX il 011 
the mind. Transiting Uranus-Nep-
tune, brinaing 1uddca aad 
deceptive change, are In your ftfth 
boule of sex and CHILDREN. Pia· 
ure it out for youraelves. 
/ 
mind. This is a two month transit, of things. Mercury is conjunct emotions, is trining the sun, and second is also an indica10r that 
and this Mars energy will be used Mars, so right now your mind is Venus, which rules romance and someone else will pay for your fRIENDS DON'T lEJ fRIENDS 
up, be it in positive or negative racing. You have big ideas and you things of that nature. The born shopping extravaganza. This also 
fonns. Mars indicates impulsive- want to act on them. This happens romantic in you will come oozing works if you need 10 bum rent DRIVE DRUNK. 
ness. so behav~e~y~o=u~rs:e:l~ve:s~~to~fu=ll~in~A~q=uar::iu:s'_:ten::th~ho:u:se:·~~o~u~t~lf~y~o~u~·re~in~a~re~la~u~·o~n~s~hi~p~,y~o~u m::o:ne~y~,=ca:b~C=arc~and::~so~on:·~S:a:wrn::~::::::::::::::::::::~ 
With this;you 
can save ibr years. 
With these, you 
can save right now. 
~pie Alaci11Josb 
Color Classic• 4/11). Bui/J·fll 111' 
Appk Alacbuosb 
Color Alollltor"J9!J!f' K8yboard II. 
LC 111 4/00, A{!ph Baric Color Alo11ilor 
& Applt Ex1mdeJ Kqboard IL $1313 
7baJ permy jaro11 your driSStr 
Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh· per-
sonal computers. 'lb order yours direct from Ap~e- and to find out 
about speeial student financing witl1 the Apple' C.omputer Loan' -
call 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or, visit yuur Apple campus represen-
tative today. And discover the power more college students -'* 
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best~ • · 
To order direct from Apple or to learn more 
about Apple products and easy financing -
CALL 1-800·877·4433, ext. 40 
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: H~l~.,s SO"'tfTitt.,&- To '"~"' o.,. 
No A.,.,.,AL Fe~. Now THAT.,s 
SO"'tt'TIU ._ &- y 011 CA._ 
S I._ k Y Olll Tr'fTH I ._To. 
-·-
If YOU ~O~i'T 6-0T IT., 
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UP. 
CLOSE 
I 'm all man, 30, intelligent, cute 
and well-hung. Looking for great 
ches ted woman . Send pies. 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 2999 
• 
22 year old woman looking for 
AN D 20-26 year old intellectual man who writes poetry. Submit a 
sample of your worlc: and phone. PERSONAL CHRONICLEBOXN034I3 
!like to touch my monkey. Do 
you? SWH, mid-twenties. Do 
you want to get together? Straight 
or bi welcomed. I'm blond. I'm 
short. I'm ready! CHRONICLE 
BOXN04433 
Guys, listen up. I am lonely and 
straight I am a portly nudist ex-
hibitionist seeking a kind, sensitive 
man to try to put his arms around 
me. CHRONICLE BOX NO 
4535 
SBF, 5'9, and gorgeous. I like 
dark dark men. Please, be clean 
and young and 'uncut.' 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 9978 
Young swedish aupair looking 
for a 708 husband and wife with 
liberal politics and bed etiqueue. 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 4735 
I 'm Ginger, a sexy, voluptuous, 
slender, attractive SWF,late teens, 
seeking a good time with a sexy 
older man. CHRONICLE BOX 
N02993 
Prcuy Asian girl, 20, 5'2", dark 
brown hair/eyes,love to laugh and 
have fun with 20-25, tall guy with 
nice eyes. CHRONICLE BOX 
N06553 
DWF, 28, love alternative rock, 
concerts, long conversa-
tions, looking fora man in his early 
twenties who likes to sing while 
cooking. CHRONICLE BOX NO 
5445 
Lookin' for love. I'm a man, 
lookin' for a man. I'm SB and hot. 
Early 20's only. CHRONICLE 
BOXN08773 
A simple lady needs someone to 
hold her tight throughout the night. 
She'sshy,so be ready to be patient. 
She's 19 and clean. No race prof. 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 993I r • • • • -.t""' .... u.-AJ~~~o~~D~IIt:tr• • •, 
I I 
~ * A manager of a band 
~*Met 1 handsome, funny guy named John 
L- in Lake Geneva, II. 
IIWII *He's looking for you (lost your number, 
sweated it off the palm of his hand) 
*He hasn't eaten or slept since!!! 
*Please call him at either (312) 871-4017 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I or (708) 531-8395 1 
~--------------------~ ATTEN'HO'N HISPANIC S7!l!DENTS 
Plan to attend 
The 8th Annual Career Conference 
New Horizons: Charting Pathways to Success 
Sponsored by Hispanic Alliance for Career 
Enhancement (HACE) 
Friday & Saturday October 22 and 23 
at Chicago Hilton & Towers, Chicago 
Highlights: 
• More than 1 00 employers recruiters 
• Motivational Speaker 
• Workshops on corporate culture, leadership, 
information technology, networking, Latina 
empowerment, international work assignments 
*Columbia College's Student Life Office will pro-
vide FREE conference registration (a $175 
value!) to the first 20 students who R.S.V.P. by 
contacting Columbia's Career Planning & Place-
ment Office at 3 12/663- I 600, xt 280, in Suite 300, 
Wabash building. 
Form more information call 3 I 2/663- I 600: 
Madeline Vargas, Assistant Dean of Student Li fe at 
xt. l28 
Paula Eubanks, Career Advisor at xt. 284 
Senior art student looking for 
friendship with freshman art stu-
dent, male or female . 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 2678 
I want a good man. I'm a good 
woman . Photo I phone 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 5874 
I'm an older female student 
looking for a relationship with a 
single professor. Private and 
serious responses only. CHRON-
UCE BOX NO 2798 
Beautiful 23 year old s ingle 
Hispanic dominatrix seeking a 
submissive older man. 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 2845 
Yodel-ing in the valley is what I 
do best. Write to my box to fmd 
out what I mean. (SWM, 25) 
CHRONICLE BOX NO 1232 
29 year old SWM looking for 
Autumn romance ... lllke a chance 
with a sensitive and caring man. 
Write me. Chronicle Box No 
5596. 
Tall, handsome, tan, single Jewish 
male, 28, sharp wit, physically fit. 
easy going. Seeking J ewish 
female, 24-34, stable, beautiful, 
great sense of humor, for fun,love, 
family. Chronicle Box No 5845. 
Wanted: cute hoy or other sensi-
tive individualistic male for shy 
SWM, 23. Likes U2, movies, foot-
ball and rubbing an attractive 
man' s feet. Chronicle Box No 
3102. 
Send res ponses to The 
Chronicle Office at room# 802 of 
the Wabash building. All respon-
ses will be kept confidential and 
sealed. 
•EXTRA INCOME '93• 
Earn $200 - $500 weekly mall-
ing 1993 Travel brochures. For 
more information send a aelf ad-
dressed stamped envelope ·to: 
Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2530, Miami, 
FL. 33261 
FOR SALE 
3 1/2" tapes, alllenghts, 1 pass, 
with cases, good prices. Call 1 
(708) 680-8913, if not home leave 
message. 
THE OPPORTUNITY LINE 
Your toll-free connection to 
private sector scholarships, col-
lege funds & job opportunities. 
Send five dollars & a self-ad-
dressed stamped envelope to 
"Guaranteed Money Fc:r CoUege", 
P.O. Box 608367, Chgo, Il60660, 
to receive complete information. 
MAC DESIGNERS 
INsider Magazine is looking for 
hard worlc:ing individuals to woOC 
with us. Must have experience in 
Quark, Freehand and Photoshop. 
Call for an interview. 708/673-
3458. 
0 
CLASSIFIED & UP CLOSE A:\D PERSO:\ .\L .\DS 
A- HEADLINE & COPY -Circle headline words; copy must be typewritten 
B-COST . 
Basic cost = $3.75 per ad, 24 words 
Extra words (10¢) x ... words = $ ................ .... 00 • 
Big headlines, 24 characters ($1) = $0000 00 0000000000000000 
X 0000000000 insertions · = $oooooooooooooooo oo oooo 
TOTAL $oooooooo oo oooooooo oo . D Frequency of insertions 
C-PA YMENT -Enclose a check and make it payable to: 1 ~ . 
Columbia College The Chronicle 
~opy 1. ................... 
6 
•••••••• 2 .......... .................. 3 ............................ 4 ........................ ~ :~ 
---·----------------·------- ............................ 7 ............................ 8 .................... -.... . 
9 ............................ 10 ........................... 11 .......................... 12 ....................... .. 
13 .......................... 14 .............. _ .. __________ 15 .......................... 16 ....................... .. 
17 ........................... 18 .......................... 19 ........................... 20 ........................ . 
21 ........................... 22 .......................... 23 ........................... 24 ....................... .. 
25 ........................... 26 .......................... 27 .......................... 28 ......................... . 
29 .................... _______ 30 .......................... 31 ........ : ................. 32 ......................... . 
FREE TICKETS AVAilABLE 
FOR THE OCTOBER PERFORMANCE 
OF 
DANCE AFRICA 
AT 
MEDINA TEMPLE 
OCTOBER 8, 9, AND 1OTH 
COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS TO DANCE AFRICA WILL 
BE AVAILABLE IN THE HOKIN ANNEX DURING THE 
FOLLOWING TIMES: 
MONDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
10-04-93 
10-06-93 
4:00 - 6:00 
12:00- 2:00 
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE FIRST COME FIRST SERVED TO 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY 
A VAlLO IDENTIFICATION IS REQUIRED. 
SPONSORED BY THE HOKIN CENTER 
.. 
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Tales of a Shaman's Appren-
tice: An Ethnobotanlst Searches 
for New Medicines In the Amazon 
Rain Forest. 
By MarkJ. Plotkin 
Viking, 318 pages 
$22.00 . 
Rev~ewed by John 
Yesutis 
Sp<cild Sections Editor 
Mark Plotkin' s relationship with 
the jungle began innocently 
enough when he was four years old 
growing up in New Orleans. Plot-
kin, a curious lad, took naturally to 
exploring the lalces and swamps of 
the area. As he grew older, and his 
friends were falling into other in-
- leresiS of young adulthood, Plotkin 
took advantage of his driver's 
license to branch out and conduct 
surprisingly formal experiments 
on couonmouth water moccasins 
and black rat snakes. 
After entering the molecular 
biology program of the University 
of Pennsylvania in 1973, Plotkin 
soon realized that his heart lay 
elsewhere. As a well-intentioned 
college drop-out, Plotkin took a 
job at the Harvard Zoology 
Museum hoping that one of the 
deparunenl' s researchers would 
take him on an expedition as a field 
assistant. So began an adventure 
that, over the course of the last 12 
years, would take Mark Plotkin to 
parts of the northeast Amazon that 
include Brazil, French Guiana, 
Guyana, Suriname and Venezuela. 
Ethnobotany is the s tudy of 
plants and their medicinal uses 
among native tribes. Butdon'tpur-
cbase Shama11 's Apprentice 
expecting to find a treatise on 
whether or not mandragora of-
ficinarum is effective as both a 
painkiller and a sedative. Quite 
simply, Shaman's Apprentice is' a · 
must-read for anyone interested in 
the conservation of rain forests, as 
well as native cultures. 
Despite the fact that Plotkin was 
educated at Harvard, Yale and 
Tufts, his genius remains ap· 
proachable, as evidenced by the 
style in which Shaman's Appren-
tice "is written. 
While Plotkin does in fact fre· 
quently expound upon the uses of 
the hundreds of plants he studied 
during his travels, he retains a deli-
cate balance between scholarly 
prose and layman vernacular. oA 
perfect example of Plotkin show-
ing both medicinal and practical 
uses of plants is gutta-percha. 
Guua-percba, a latex from the 
Sapotacae family, was once used 
in the field of dentistry as a filling 
TALES OF A 
SHAMAN'S 
APPRENTICE 
MARk J. PLIIOON. PH.D. 
for root canals because it did not 
shrink or degrade over time. 
Unfortunately, as Plotkin ex-
plains, U.S. pharmaceutical firms 
view these substances as "strategic 
commodities" and typically 
develop synthetics to replace the 
natural compounds. What hap-
pened with the phony gutta-percha 
is rather amusing. Over a five or 
ten year period it began to shrink, 
resulting in dentists using the 
natural gutta-percha once again. 
Throughout his book, Plotkin re-
lates many amusing s tories of 
synthetic compounds gone awry. 
What is interesting about this 
book and its author is the fact that 
Plotkin avoids the militant ali-or-
nothing stance so popular among 
conservationists today. He judi-
ciously presents the facts of the 
land and justifies them with con-
clusive, well thought-out 
arguments. Then he follows with 
amazingly workable solutions to 
stop the pillage of land and culture, 
which the United States and other 
countries are guilty of. 
Dr. Plotkin deserves to be 
heralded for Dne simple reason: he 
not only talks of great plans to end 
injustices chronicle in his books, 
he has, with the help of other like-
minded individuals, enacted them. 
As Tales of a Shaman's Ap-
prentice unfolds, Plotkin reveals 
that he is deeply pained by the ac-
tions that have been taken out on 
both culture and land by those ac-
ting only in their own interests. In 
a way that could almost make one 
think that Plotkin cares more for 
the people he studies than himself 
as he unveils the Shaman's Ap-
prentice program. 
This plan, designed to fight the 
overwhelming influence the West 
has had on the indigenous tribes of 
the world, is proof to Plotkin's 
genius. In a nutshell, the hand of 
the Western countries is drastically 
changing the way indigenous 
Future 
wearing nothing more than an 
animal skin around his waist. In a 
photograph taken 10 years later, 
Koita is wearing pants, a floral-
print shirt and a wristwatch. 
The Shaman's Apprentice pro-
gram was designed by Plotkin to 
document medicinal uses of plants 
by particular tribes. Plotkin, 
throughout his travels, took "reams 
of notes," and had them translated 
in the native language. This way, 
the Shaman, using the books Plot· 
kin provided, could teach a part of 
"culture that would otherwise slip 
away." Admirably, Plotkin 
designed this program so in-
digenous people could control 
their own destiny. Most important 
of all, it provides a means and a 
forum for the training of young 
native men as the next generation 
of Shaman. 
TalesofaShamall'sApprentlce 
is the type of book that deserves 
rigorous study for its intelligent 
look at the conservation and en-
vironmental problems we face 
today. 
There is much more to be dis-
covered within this excellent book. 
Those discoveries arc best made 
by the reader himself. 
A Woman's Best Medicine 
By Nancy Lonsorf, M.D., 
Veronica Butler, M.D., and 
Melanie Brown, Ph.D. 
Tarcher/Putnam, 1993, 
372 pages, $21.95 
Reviewed By Martha E. 
Hernandez 
News Editor 
A book wriuen to promote and 
rejuvenate women's health joined 
the many other self-help books in 
bookstores last week. 
A Woman's Best Medici11e was 
wriuen by three women: Nancy 
Lonsorf, M.D., Veronica Butler, 
M.D., and Melanic Brown, Ph.D., 
who do a favorable job introduc-
ing Ayur-Veda (science of life). It 
is an old system of health care that 
originated in the ancient Vedic 
civilization of India. Its 
philosophy is to listen to the body 
and become one with nature out-
side and inside the body. 
According to this book, many 
diseases arc caused by the ac-
cumulation of impurities. For 
example, people with food aller-
gies may not be allergic to the food 
their body is reacting against, but to 
the quantities that entered the 
digestive system. If food is not 
properly digested, it is an incon-
venience to the person who suffers 
writers, editors, publishers, production managers and publication managers and 
publication designers 
DISCOVER CAREER STRATEGIES 
at 
Publishing Pathways 
the annual career conference sponsored by Chicago Women in Publishing• 
*Both men and women are invited 
Saturday, Oct. 16 
9 a.m. to 3:45p.m. 
at Loyola University's Lakeshore Campus 
Sign-up through Columbia's Career Planning & Placement office and receive the 
DISCOUNT registration rate of$15. (Limited offer.) Regular student rate: $30. 
To register, obtain discount, and review program, call or visit Paula Eubanks, Career 
Advisor, at Ext. 284 in Suite 300, Wabash. 
from its side effects, whether it be 
constipation, diarrhea or gas. The 
treaunent for such problems, ac· 
cording to Ayur-Veda, should not 
be left up to the body to correct. 
A Woman's Best Medicine ex-
plains that different people need 
different types of foods to stay 
healthy. It also states that a well 
planned dietary program is one of 
the main keys in achieving good 
health. It also has quizzes you can 
take to help determine what your 
body needs. It educates you about 
good eating habits, introduces 
herbal nutrition supplements and 
he lps outline several exercise 
programs. 
This is not the type of book one 
would want to cuddle up with on a 
cold night while drinking a nice, 
hot cup of International Flavored 
Coffee. It is very dry and was at 
times like being back in high 
school science 101 with an over-
sized teacher lecturing on atoms. A 
Woman's Best Medicine does, 
however play cute little mind 
games with the reader and makes 
her imagine that she is in front of 
the ocean staring at the waves and 
becoming "one" with nature. This 
is the ultimate Ayur-Veda goal. 
Mental techniques are often used 
in Ayur-Veda because they in-
fluence health. Ordinary 
physicians also recommend certain 
mind techniques for relieving 
stress, improving mental clarity 
and increasing happiness and well-
being. But the text is 
monumentally wordy and it takes 
the writers a couple of sections to 
explain these happiness-increas-
ing, mind c larifying, stress 
relieving games that this reviewer 
actually wanted to try, but found 
herself more stressed out than 
before she started reading about 
them. 
Menstruation . i~ an elaborated 
subject and tHe authors claims that 
PMS has not been scientifically 
proven. The authors say cravings 
before the menstrual flow are nor-
mal. and it's true that some women 
have a more painful period than 
others, but these cravings are ac-
tually a good thing because of how 
it cleans the body. They disap-
prove of the usc tampons because 
they interfere with the nature of the 
menstrual flow and because of 
their correlation with Toxic Shock 
Syndrome. 
If you are thinking of getting 
pregnant or if you already are, this 
book helps you understand the 
physical changes taking place in 
your body and gives advice on how 
to care for newborns. Menopause 
and the life expectancy of women 
are o ther topics discussed. 
A Woman's Best Medicine is a 
decent book but hardly one to run 
out and invest $21.95 on. If this 
were a movie, I would say wait 
until it comes out on video. but 
since it's not,! recommend that you 
borrow it from your local library. 
' -~ loll~dotl. M.D: YeropitO lltlt~,· tto..J 
and Ma_!anit 81own.l'fi.O. • .. ''<.::l 
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EtTu,Babe 
By Mark Leyner 
Vintage Books 1992 169 pages, 
$10. 
Reviewed by 
Joseph Schrank 
Fmtu.rts Editor 
Mark Leyner's growing status as 
the cult author of the 90's is hardly 
going to be diminished with his 
hilarious third novel Et Tu, Babe. 
Fans of his ftrsttwo novels, / Smell 
Esther Williams and My Cousin, 
My Gastroenterologist, have 
come to expect the unexpected, 
and Et Tu, Babe will not disap-
point them. 
The main character in Et Tu, 
Babe is none other than Leyner 
himself, a megalomaniacal super· 
star writer who takes the reader on 
a roller coaster ride of fantasy that 
few fiction writers would have the 
audacity to do. Some may think it 
a very egotistical showing for an 
author to be the main character in 
a book, but this is hardly the case. 
Going a step further than most so-
called fantasy writers Leyner 
paints a world of weird, thrown-
to-the-wind delights that tease the 
curiosity of readers looking for 
something other then regurgitated, 
adolescent offerings spawned by 
inferior writers. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
Leyncr's strange use of such 
topics as bodybuilding, phar-
maceuticals and biomedical 
technology has given him the 
categorization as a cyberpunk 
writer, but this reviewer feels this 
label is inaccurate. Leyner has also 
been called a writer for the "MTV 
generation" and this is also unfair. 
Leyner is an author for the think-
ing person. His usc of language, as 
well as contemporary history, can-
not be understood fully by 
teenagers. Whereas Et Tu, Babe 
can entertain the "MTV genera-
tion," it is sure to put intellectuals 
with a sense of humor into spastic 
fits of laughter. 
Leyner has tapped a deep bed 
of material that could easily fill ten 
books. In one of the funniest chap-
ters, Leyner describes a talk show 
with superstar models and actres-
ses. 
"The Brazilian actress Sonia 
Braga, Elle MacPherson, two 
Victoria 's Secret models, and 
Claudia Schiffer, the German 
model featured in Guess? jeans 
ads, are sitting around talking 
about what kind of man turns them 
on the most. 
"! like a guy about five-seven," 
says MacPherson. 
"Yeah," says Braga in a husky, 
heavily accented English. "five-
seven and about a hundred and 
thirty pound~. " 
One of the Victoria's Secret 
models was staring into space as 
she conjures her ultimate tum-on: 
"Light brown hair ... and balding." 
Babe 
See page 15 
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Holocaust debate perpetuates lies 
John Williams 
Coll~ge Pru .r SUJJ/Wriur 
In lhe past two years, several 
campus newspapers across the 
country have printed ads from lhc 
Committee on Open Debate on lhc 
Holocaust, a California-based or-
ganization !hat believes lhe facts 
about !he slaughter of millions of 
European Jews during World War 
11 were distorted. 
Student editors were forced into 
a debate on an issue where no 
debate should ever be held, op-
ponents to lhe ads say, adding that 
free speech is not protected when 
it involves printing or perpetuating 
outright lies. 
However, Bradley Smilh, direc-
tor of lhe committee, said he is 
going to try to place ads in campus 
newspapers again !his fall, except 
this time the ads are for 21 
videotapes that he says give proof 
tht' Holocaust never occurred. 
\ nd since he is offering an item for 
-~ 1 " . and ""' j· ·<r printing his 
opinion in an ad, Smilh ·said col-
lege newspapers will have to judge 
lhe ads on their "merits" and not 
!heir messages. 
In recent years lhe issue has been 
heated regardless of whelher lhe 
ads were printed. The advertise-
ment, titled "The Holocaust Story: 
How Much Is False? The Case for 
Open Debate," has been placed in 
a number of campus newspapers 
nationwide, but other student 
newspapers have rejected it 
"I was blown away by !heir sue-· 
cess in fooling some very smart 
people that !hey should be taken 
seriously," said Deborah Lipstadt, 
a religion professor at Emory 
University in Atlantaandaulhor of 
"Denying the Holocaust. The 
Growing Assault on Trulh and 
Memory." 
Lipstadt dedicates a chapter in 
her book to Smilh's push on col-
lege campuses and explains lhe 
process by which lhe ads got into 
some newspapers. 
It is lhe idea of an "open debate" 
about lhe Holocaust !hat infuriau;;s 
-
• NSI DE By Charles Edwards 
l'oTitiaU Editor 
Censoring-Senator Paul Simon 
(D·lll.) is at it again. First he spon-
sored a bill to curb violence on 
television, now he's proposing a 
"Privacy flor Consumers And 
Workers Act," after Kmart 
workers were tipped off that !heir 
privacy had been violated. 
Since lhc tip, nationwide surveys 
have been taken showing about20 
million U.S. workers arc subject to 
be spied on without pro per 
noli fication . 
Stated in Simon's bill arc these 
no-no' s: No mo nitoring in 
bathrooms. No monitoring in lock-
er rooms and no monitoring in 
dressing rooms. Not included in 
the bill arc lhc cafeteria or worker's 
lounges. Isn't that where 
employees cur!IC the boss behind 
his !Ydck in private? Look for the 
"can I cat in private" amendment 
added w the bi II when it goes 
before congre~' thiR fall. 
Carol MIJ~ely-/Jraun is tl1c W· 
author of a new cducatiou bill that 
h11~ "gender Ctllllty'" written a ll 
over 11. ·nus bill would pnmde 
federa l moucy on " leaclc rHhip 
training for gi rl~" ;ond the opcuing 
of lhc Office of Gender Equity 
within the U.S. Department of 
Education. Just what reinventing 
gove rnment needs , another 
bureaucratic patronage office, but 
exclusively for women. 
Latest statistics show !hat Braun 
hasn' t done her homework. 
By 1980 there were as many 
women as men in college. By 1990, 
women received most of lhc B.A. 
and master's degrees and by the 
year 2000, women arc projected to 
be lhe majorities in medical and 
law sehool. 
Look for Braun's nemesis J ess/e 
II elms (R, N.C.) to counter attack 
wilh his "Men Are Endangered'' 
bill. 
Retired Chrysler Corp. Chair-
man l acocca is fighting for 
NAFTA wilh President Bill Clin-
ton in his corner. In the fur-left 
comer is Roll Pt rot with J•nlt 
Jackson us his coach. 
I Jere' s u li st of who's betting fur 
NAI·TA: /J/1/ IJa/ey (our mayor's 
brother): ex-presidents Jimmy 
Carter, Richard Nlxoa a atl 
(Jeorge /Ju,fh . Odds say Perot 
won't gulhcr one electorul vole. 
"ll1 i11k ilj!aill . 
'llliH time he huH the bluck Ull(l 
lllsptmic suppurt, iuclucl lng //ou.re 
Lipstadt. She says !here is nothing 
to debate since lhe Holocaust did 
occur, and she refuses to meet with 
people who she calls "deniers" -
those people who say the 
Holocaust never happened, or ; f i • 
di<l, not in the way hist·>ry has 
Majority Leader Richard A . 
Gephardt (D- Mo.), the No. : 
Democrat in lhe House. Score a 
blow against NAFTA. 
Perot landed anolhcr big blow 
wilh !his startling quote: "These 
(ex-presidents] arc the fellows who 
made bad trade agreements ... !hat 
sent 2 million jobs to Asia." 
What's the best way to avoid 
prison if you're a dirty politician 
and get caught? Get 'a "family" 
doctor to write a note to the judge 
stating !hat you're in bad heallh. 
Latest to beat our judicial system: 
Fonner Illinois Treasurer Jerry 
Consentiao. 
U.S. District Judge /la"y D. 
l..tlnenweber said "Consentino 
was too sick to serve u prison sen-
te nce." Penalty : Five years 
probation. 
Question 1: Who determined 
Consentino wus "too sick." Please 
note: Consentino, 62, suffers from 
diabetes and dcpressiou. 
ructs: Just Ull(ler one-third of tho 
prison pupululiun suffers from 
diubetes t111d. I 'm suro, muny nro 
<!<•pressed. 
How' s C.:o ag ros.\"lllflll 1Ja11 
Hu.vtt•llktiW.~kl '.~ hculth"/ Stuy 
tUIIC(J. 
treated lhe <nbject. 
Lipstadt saiLI she would 
describe lhe debunkers as "white 
supremists" who should' nt be 
given a forum on campus. 
"These people are haters. Hating 
hccomes !heir life. Hating is their 
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nourislunent," she said. •'They are 
trying to destroy the history of the 
Holocaust. Some of them are 
trying to spread anti-Semitism. 
They are trying to attack history. If 
!his history is not true, is lhereany-
lhing else true?" 
Corps to be abused by stude~ts 
Simeon Peebler 
EdilorUJI Pagtt Editor 
Once again, lhe federal govern-
ment is giving college students 
across lhc nation anolher program 
to misuse and abuse. Three weeks 
ago, lhe Senate passed a com-
promise version of President 
Clinton's community-based ser-
vi ( e corps that wou ld allow 
1 ()1 1,000 college students to swap 
public service for tuition money. 
~·fafl y students will abuse this pro-
gram. 
College students are by nature 
abusive people. What about the 
millions of dollars of federal stu-
dent loans, which students across 
lhe country have defaulted and 
side-stepped? Sure, those of-
fenders are being tracked down, 
but, if lhousands of students have 
squandered the programs' funds, 
what is to say that !hey will not do 
th" same with lhc service-corps? 
. ; 3 now, the government is going 
(u ~ive students $472 million a 
ye:~r, in exchange f~ public ser-
' ic.:. There is no doubt students 
will lind loop-holes in the pro-
gram. They' llfindwaysofgetting 
lhe money wilhout doing the full 
amount of work. 
Also, since this program will 
only initially allow 100,000 stu-
dents to participate, the selection 
process will probably only admit 
financially limited students. How 
can lhese students commit !heir 
free time for money to go only to 
tuition reimbursement when they 
need money to live and survive and 
pay lhc rent, not to mention the 
occasional instant macaroni meal? 
One might argue, "Should the 
government not help students at 
• Minority 
Speak Out! 
all?" The government does help 
college students! Millions upon 
millions of dollars in federal and 
. state-based aid assist students 
everywhere. Still, schools 
everywhere are in financially 
strapped situations because stu-
dents aren't paying their bills. The 
government should not give more. 
The students shoui<L 
The community service-corps 
will give them !hat opportunity, 
right? Students will be em-
powered to pay their own bills, 
right? The students sign"thcir own 
loan contracts, and lhe government 
should not guarantee them because 
it is not even able to handle its own 
fmancial crisis. 
Community service in exchange 
for tuition is a keen idea: Its plan-
ners seem to have good intentioos. 
The program will give com-
munities across the nation a 
much-needed work force. The ser-
vice-corps participants will 
undoubtedly learn many things, 
and grow wilh the satisfaction of 
giving !heir time to !he community. 
Perhaps, !hey will waic very bard 
for what they gel But, the pro-
gram is almost certain to be 
abused. 
When a baby breaks a toy, does 
lhe responsible guardian give them 
anolher, more precious toy to play 
wilh? Or, does the guardian scold 
!hem, to teach them that the real 
world wil.l not save them with com-
munity service reimbursements? 
Please, government, do not belp 
!hose who need to learn to belp 
themselves. In time, the respon-
sible adult who learns to pay their 
bills by hard wen will be giving 
more to the commwlity than will 
the spoiled students who were 
given all the toys 10 break. 
(\nnouncing, Mlnorlly Spe1\k Out, tho minority voico or 
Cnlumbln. ·n ,is now section in tho O<lilorinl Pll&~sor lho Cltronicl1 
provhlcs n rorum for ull minorities to lottholr voices be hclltd, whh 
the idcu tluu everyone is in their own way n minurhy. Submit a 
lcucr toduy to the Chro11icl~. und indicuto on It thut it is for 
Mhull"ily SJil'Uk Out. 
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Jackson allegations a mistake 
To the Editor: 
The minute I heard the al-
legation of seXual abuse of a 
child against pop-megastar 
- Michael Jackson, I was totally 
shocked and instantly felt that 
it was a mistake. No way 
could I ever conceive of 
Michael Jackson doing some-
thing like that. There had to be 
some kind of mistake. For the 
next few hours I tried not to 
think about it but I couldn't 
get it out of my head. 
After I heard the story all over 
the airwaves throughout the day 
it really started to hit home. 
Michael Jackson was in big 
trouble. Whether he was guilty or 
not didn't matter - I knew the 
media would have a field day 
with the story. With his J)\:rpetual 
shyness and eccentricities Jack-
son has always been an easy 
target for the media. 
I ne~er liave been a big Michael 
Jackson fan but in the last few 
years I've really come to admire 
his tremendous musical talent and 
the great work he does for ter-
minaily ill children. He has als_c> 
sent out a positive message to hts 
fans, one completely lacking in 
today's music stars. No drugs, no 
sexual promiscuity, no vulgar .lan-
guage, no disrespect for soctet y. 
and so many other things dcscnbe 
him. His work with the Make a 
Wish Foundation (an organization 
that makes wishes come true for 
tenninally ill children) has been 
great 
Jackson has always said that 
children are the most important 
things in the world tO him. 
It's easy to see that I really hope 
·Jackson is not guilty of child 
sexual abuse and I tend to lean in 
his favor. It seems that most 
people I talk to are either sure {)f 
his guilt or equally sure of his 
iMocence. 
One friend of mine thinks he 
can't possibly be guilty because 
of all he does for people. Another 
friend says that Jackson probably 
helps kids because it's a great 
way to recruit youngsters. Oh, he 
also doesn't like the way Jackson 
grabs his crotch. 
I'm not surprised that people 
are so split on this issue. 
Pedophilia is definitely one of the 
most sickening crimes im-
aginable. Even the most hardened 
criminals detest pedophiles so 
they have to be separated from 
other prisoners. 
The only thing that I can be sure 
of is that I don't know if Michael 
Jackson is guilty or not It certain-
ly wouldn't surprise me if the 
child's father is trying to profit by 
false gain. 
When the story first broke there 
were supposedly five or six al-
legations against Jackson. The 
thing that came to my mind is 
why did all these people come out 
at once? It doesn't make and 
sense. After a few weeks of 
media coverage it seems that 
nothing makes any sense in 'this 
fiasco. Now there is only one 
sttong allegation going against 
Jackson. Where did all those 
. other people go? 
We heard that Jackson offered 
to pay $350,000 instead of the 
asked for $20 million and many 
people took this as a sign of guilt. 
Jackson's attorney said they 
neyer would have paid but 
wanted to see if they could prove 
extortion. 
No one would ever want to be 
labeled as a pedophile, it's cer-
tainly something that never could 
totally be shaken off. 
Whatever happens, there will 
always be people that are con-
vinced of Jackson's guilt and just 
as many sure of his innocence. I 
just hope that the truth comes out, 
as ugly as it may or may not be. 
Joseph Schrank 
Superfluous Streetwise salesman 
To the Editor: 
Being the socially and political-
ly conscious college student that 
I am, and we all should be, I ob-
serve as much as possible in my 
commute to and from school. I 
have seen many strange and inter-
esting occurrences doing so but 
none so far. can compare to the 
day I met the superfluous Street-
wise salesman. 
I was awaiting the arrival of a 
southbound Howard train on the 
Fullerton station one morning 
when I was approached by a 
young man approximately 18 or 
19 years old. He was dressed in a 
rather expensive pair of jean 
shorts made by Maritheand Fran-
cois Girbaud, a pare of Nike Air 
Jordan gym shoes, and a flannel 
Mickey Mouse jacket all acces-
. sorized by his cellular telephone. 
In his hands he held many 
copies of the latest edition of 
. the Streetwise 'publication 
which he attempted to peddle 
to me as well as the other com-
muters that lined his path. 
Noting the absence of a 
solicitors tag which are issued 
by the publisher of the peri-
odical, I immediately declined 
to make a purchase from this 
particular vendor. He went to 
the businessman who was . 
next in line. 
This well dressed· young 
professional, obviously making 
the same observations I did, 
declined by asking the young man 
if he was indeed homeless. Im-
mediately the salesman began a 
well-rehearsed act about the dif-
ficulties of being homeless and 
the need for hard work for sur-
vival as well as how blessed he is 
for having his good health to be 
able to work at his minimum 
wage job at night and live in the 
cheap motel that he does. 
The businessman chuckled a bit 
at the sound of this and explained 
that he himself, making the 
amount of money he does as a 
professional, is unable to budget 
the ownership of a cellular 
telephone and while he frequent-
ly purchases Strectwise, he would 
rather make the purchase from 
· someone who seems a bit more 
destitute. 
How can some individuals fmd 
the evil within themselves to even 
consider exploiting a program 
designed to upli ft such a 
downtrodden group as the home-
less is beyond everything I have 
ever imagined. 
This young man is undoubtedly 
among the lowest dregs of society 
and those like him should be 
regarded with caution or locked 
beneath the jails so that the 
genuinely needy can benefit from 
such great opportunities as the 
Streetwise program. 
Peter Wagner 
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Local resident gives views on feminism 
To the Editor: 
Feminism to me is a human char-
acteristic that s tems from an 
immature mindset inherent within 
the young female gender. When 
faddism, egocentricity and self-
centeredncss erupts in the mind of 
a young girl and is not rectified 
through enlightened discourse or 
instruction, a young female will 
maintain and further develop at-
titudes that constrain, confuse, or 
muddle the acquisition of or the 
dispensation of a self-actualized 
state of being. 
Respectively, it would be as 
though such a female were stuck 
inside Plato's cave as either a 
seeker of malfonning ideas or as a 
quasi-intellectual who extols bits 
of knowledge while lacking wis-
dom. 
What develops from this uncor-
rected juvenile mental state is what 
I refer to as the "brat bitch" 
syndrome. ' 
Young women who develop this 
syndrome and maintain it as they, 
further through life, become highly 
competitive and sensitive in their 
behavior citing from a well of in-
valid or irrationalizcd reasoning. 
And all too ofteP. these "brat 
bitches" enter learned institutions, 
frrst into high school, and then to 
universities with their syndrome 
wrapped about them like a life 
preserver. 
Of course, there are occasions 
when thisdelusionary/false-valued 
stale of mind is recognized for 
what it is and is cast at the wayside 
as further institutional education is 
embraced. 
It is truly necessary that any 
methodology entered into for 
erudition is not ideologically 
skewed toward the liberal or-
thodoxy, secular materialism or 
religious fanaticism. 
In the pursuit of wisdom one 
must not only seek to leave Pluto's 
cave, but must also be instructed by 
those already outside the cave. 
In the present era of the 1990's, 
it is all too apparent that women 
who envelope the "brat bitch" 
syndrome and carry it forward 
coalesce their new-found intel-
ligence within a matrix of 
falsehoods and faddist misinfor-
mation. 
It is clear that such a scenario can 
only create a human character that 
fa lls well short of something 
altruistic. 
Now, although boys have ten-
dencies along the same lines that 
can be ide nti fied with the 
syndrome, males are or tend to be 
more analytical and less emotio .. aJ 
utilizing the sphere of the brain that 
accentuates the cognitive. This is 
a scientifically known fact. 
It is the innateness of this factor 
in males that allows more readily 
for a conscious effort to reckon 
with or come to tenns with the brat 
attitude. 
It is obvious, of course, that there 
are exceptions. There are boys 
who never grow out of the 
syndrome and girls who do. My 
focus is, however, centered on girls 
who don't For it is the human 
female that tends to significantly 
perpetuate this emotional 
syndrome, "brat bitch." 
My concern is with the intellec-
tual women of the day that suffer 
the syndrome who hold important 
positions in government, are the 
people of influence in organiza-
tions who together contribute to 
affect the public opinion and mold 
public policy affecting the culture 
climate. 
In closing, I am particularly con-
cerned with the feminists who are 
so-called scholars who are looked 
upon by other scholars as well as 
by students and the general public 
as great mentors. 
John J, Mack, Jr. 
Write to us today! 
Please submit your letters to the editor and essays to: Simeon Peebler at The 
Chronicle office, located in room #802 of the Wabash building. The deadline 
for each issue is 5 p.m. every Monday for the next week's issue. Please limit 
your submission to one typewritten page and include a telephone number where 
you may be reached for verification purposes. The op-ed page of The 
Chronicle is your forum for open discussion. 
Topics in future editorial sections of The Chronicle include AIDS: Do victims 
deserve to die? and Health Care: Why it will not work. 
The views expressed on this page and other editorial pages of The 
Chronicle are not necessarily those of The Chronicle, the journalism 
department or Columbia College. 
-
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IN A_ WORLD OF' FOLLOWERS, 
WHO· 
WILL ' --...  .._ .. - ·-· 
LEAD? 
. ... _ ..... - · .. q ... - :;n..> 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE IS PLEASED TO SPONSOR TI-m 'Ht I .~ 
3rd Annual Student 
Leadership Conference 
Workshops, Critical Dialogue, Recreation 
December 3-5, 1993 
dp_plications Available: 
• Student Life & Student Development W301 
• Academic Ad vising & Placement W300 
• Library-Circulation Desk M 2llll Aoor 
• Theatre/Music Building 3m Floor 
• Dean of Students Office M601 
• Residence Hall 
• Dance Center 
Application Deadline: 
• Friday, October 221!!1, 1993 
Qualifications: 
• Freshman or Sophomore 
Standing And Full-time 
Student Status 
• Must be available 
entire weekend 
Leadership And Commu·nity Service 
.. 
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Hollis Resnick (left) and Steve CareU in Tour de Farce at the Wisdom 
Bridge Theatre. 
To~ de Farce is Tour de Force 
By Michel Schwartz 
Production EdilDT 
gredients include: six trap doors, 
eleven outfits and two very quick 
thespians. 
As this reviewer thumbed Herbert Gladney and his wife 
throughtheprogramhandedtoher, Rebecca, are on tour to plug 
she wondered why there were no Herbert's book, Marriage is 
more than two actors profiled Forever. During this particula stop 
when the cast list showed eleven the couple prepares to appear on 
characters. Only five minutes into 'The Pam Blair Show," a tabloid 
the play the answer was revealed. talk show that broadcasts live 
The world premiere of Philip La "right after your local news" in an 
Zebnick and Kingsley Day's Tour unnamed city. As the Gladneys 
deFarceisWisdomBridge's20th settle into their hotel room, and 
season opener. The North Side pray that their luggage will arrive 
theater couldn't have picked a bet- before their television interview, 
tcrplay to show offits capa6ilities. they candidly remove their happy 
Chicago favorite Hollis Resnik faces and show us that even they 
stars as Rebecca Gladney, Pam haven' t taken the content of 
Blair, Gwenda Hill, Sister Barbara Herbert's self-help book to heart. 
and Nina. Steve CareU, also in a Unfortunately, Pam Blair is deter-
starring role, portrays Herbert mined to expose the dysfunctions 
Gladney, Senator Grant Ryan, of the Gladneys' relationship. 
Gunnar Gustafon, Bill and a Meanwhile, Senator Grant Ryan 
surprise character that appears in is trying to pencil in a quickie with 
Act II. Gwenda, his traveling blonde 
suite, but didn't realize that his 
spare room was occupied. 
Gunnar Gustafor is the Swedish 
cameraman Pam Blair stationed in 
the closet of the Gladneys' room. 
Nina is an illegal alien maid and 
Bill is the Gomer Pylish bell boy, 
both added to stir things up in this 
already chaotic scenario. Sister 
Barbara is an accordion-playing 
nun who brings the group the gift 
of music? 
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Tennessee Williams it's Not 
It is hard enough to stay in char-
acter when you have one role in a 
play, but Carell and Resnik are ~ 
able to change voices, clothes, 
mannerisms and wigs with only 
split-seconds to spare. It is amaz-
'The Soul Train Stops Here Every 
Tuesday")takes place. Meanwhile, 
Beauregard is tending to a banana 
plantation that is slowly going to 
hell. But, who is at the root of the 
problem? Well , it's Velda. You see 
Velda has a passionate dislike for 
bananas. Even the sound of the 
word drives her, yes, banana~. 
Then there's Maggie a character 
from Cat on a Hot Tin Roo/whom 
is given an unlikely job for a 
woman of deep passion who 
desperately wants to be impreg-
nated: a football coach. There is 
also Beauregard's girlfriend Pat 
who is training to be a dental 
hygienist. Maggie's football team 
is playing the Sweating Beetles, a 
nearby rival, and the boys are low 
on potassium. So where can we get 
potassium? Well, what about 
Beauregard's banana plantation! 
Yes, but what about mama Velda, 
she's out to ruin the plantation and 
the Sweltering Worms are in dire 
need of mineral replenishment to 
play. 
ing that Resnick was able to keep 
up these incredible charades when 
just week's show was postponed 
because she broke a bone in her 
fooL Hollis was probably in ex-
cruciating pain, but one would 
never know it based on her perfor-
mance. 
The entire Wisdom Bridge crew 
should be commended for this 
fabulous production. 
The behind the scenes people had 
to work with the cast to figure out 
how to create the set, the dialogue, 
the movements, the pace and the 
lighting so that the audience could 
comprehend the flawless facade. 
It's easy tocreatethesceffects with 
trick photography but to produce 
the same illusion live on stage is 
quite remarkable. 
Kingsley Day and Philip La 
Zebnik'sTourde Farce is directed 
by Terry McCabe. It will be per-
formed Wednesdays to Fridays 
through October 9 at the Wisdom 
Bridge Theater located on the bor-
der of Evanston and Chicago at 
1559 W. Howard. Box (312) 743-
6000. Tickets run from $10 to $30. 
A scene from Cast on a Hot Tin 
Roof. 
By Matt Kurten 
Encutiot Editor 
Come one, come all, and come 
prepared- prepared to laugh till 
your face hurts and prepared to 
offer as many clever suggestions 
for characters, titles, and special 
secrets as you can before the 
lightning quick minds of routine 
improv goers outdo you. Con-
fused? Nah, just not hip to the 
highly energetic improvisational 
play, Cast on a Hot Tin Roof 
which is NOT a Tennessee Wil-
liams play, but IS a production of 
the Free Associates. 
Here comes Pat to the rescue, 
but Pat hasn' t read the last nine 
chapters of her hygienist book and 
ends up killing the quarterback. 
Sounds hairy. 
Caston a Hot Tin Roof is one of 
the more spontaneously gutsplit-
ting comedies available in improv 
form to come around in a long 
time. 
On the night that this reviewer Cast on a Hot Tin Roof is in an 
attended the show, the characters open-ended run at The Bop Shop, 
were Beauregard Lowregard, the 1807 W. Division. Performances 
son of Velda and a closet are Saturdays at 8 p.m .. Regular 
homosexual who comes up with admission is $6, students who 
anyphysicalailmentsohedocsnot present a valid school J.D. will 
have to play football for the Swel- receive $3 off admission from Oct. 
tering Worms (the name of the 2-23. For ticket information call 
town in which our production of ~(3:_1;;:2~)...:7..::84...:-..::2:.:.7...:45:.:·~----__J 
How is this possible? The in- bimbo. He reserved the adjoining .r--------~~~~------------------------------~ 
Not even your local 
diet center offers reductions 
like this. 
~/e Macintosh 
Cc/orOassic 4/[1), B11ilt·in 111' 
Monitor and tof!ple }(£;Ward II. $999 
1b get substantial savings on these Macintosh• personal comput-
ers, theres one place you'll want to head for: your telephone. 1b order 
yours direct from Apple- and to find out about easy student fmancing 
Apple l'owcrBook '" 1158 4/11J, 
IJuill·in K'yboard & JO" Oacklil 
Super T~t~W Monochrome Display. 
$1342 
with the Apple' Computer Loan·- call 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or, 
see your Apple campus representative today. And discover the ' 
power more college students choose. The power to be your best: • 
To order direct from Apple or to learn more 
about Apple products and easy financing -
CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40 
-· 
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Drama Reveals Dark Family Secrets 
the women want to monopolize 
Serge' s attentions. 
His efforts arc split between 
concealing his affair and getting 
his father (Shelton Key) away 
from his two domineering aunts, 
whose incessant arguments 
threaten to drive the old man mad. 
Serge's aunts: Gilberte and 
Charlotte (Linda Ciancio and 
Dawn Capccci) provide a much 
needed comic relief with their 
constant bickering. Capecci's 
whining and Charolette' s tran-
quilizer popping character is 
probably the most inspired perfor-
mance of this production. 
The aunts' backstabbing is the 
only thing that keeps the play 
going smoothly through some of 
the slower moments, especially 
when Stanberry goes into a slight-
ly over-zealous monologue about 
the acceptability of alternative 
lifestyles. This proclamation is not 
surprising considering director 
Marty Mulkey's extensive history 
of activism with groups such as 
ACT UP and the Haiti Action 
Coalition. However, in Cafe 
Voltaire's hip confines it seems a 
little like the proverbial preaching 
to the choir. 
Photo by Matthew Kaplan 
Laura Scariano (left) and Martin Stanberry (rigbt) star in Bonjour, 
Ia, Bonjour in tbe Underground PerformanceSpaceatCafeVoltaire. 
To its great advantage , the 
playispresented in the informal 
Underground Performance Space 
in Cafe Voltaire's basement, wi111 
the audience scattered throughout 
the performance area . This 
produces an illusion of actually 
being in the family living room 
and observing the interaction of 
lhe characters without the artifi-
cial separation of the stage and the 
audience. The lack of this barrier 
helps in seeing the characters as 
real human beings, rather than just 
a group of strangers viewed from 
a comfortable distance. 
dy Simon Cygielski 
Phow Ediwr 
There is a very contempomry 
feeling to Polaris Productions' 
presentation of Michel 
Tremblay's " Bonjour, Ia, Don-
jour." Written in 1974, this play 
examines the clash between alter-
native lifestyles and the middle 
class values of a French-Canadian 
family. It tries to cast a more 
human light on those who dare to 
breach society's sexual tahoos, 
rather than adding to the peeping 
Tom syndrome, pop psychology 
and morbid curiosity of the talk 
shows which are so popular these 
days. 
A~ the play opens, Serge (Marty 
Stanberry), the only male of the 
family's five s iblings, returns 
home from a trip to Europe. He is 
almost instantly submccged in the 
conflicts between members of his 
family. His oldest sister, Lucienne 
(Jean Losquadro) is married to a 
wealthy "anglaisc", but is having 
an :•(fair with Serge's friend . .vho 
is 20 years her ju11ior. 
This docsn ' t stop 11"' from show-
ing "concern" over how Serge's 
affair with his sister, that's right, 
his sister, Nicole (Laura Scariano), 
will affect her wealthy friend•' 
opinion of the family. 
Soon it becomes apparent that 
the purpose of Serge's trip was 10 
allow himself and Nicole time to 
reconsider their feelings towards 
one another. Having convinced 
himself that they are genuine, he 
decides to move in with her, fur-
ther adding to Lu cienne' s 
displeasure. 
The situation is further compli-
cated by his remaining two sisters, 
both alienated from their hus-
bands. Although Denise (Laura 
Zlogar-DcMartino) is outwardly 
cheerful and cracking jokes about 
her perceived weight problems 
she is no happier than any other 
member of the family. Neither is 
his other sister, the depressed 
Moniquc (Kim Swinton), who is 
addicted to pills that she hopes will 
keep her from falling apart under 
the stress of everyday life. Both of 
Despite some rough edges, this 
is certainly a very worthwhile 
production that atlacks society's 
hypocrisy, inconsistencies and 
taboos head-on, without 
apologies. The slower moments 
arc more than compensated by the 
cast's colorful performances and 
Mulkey' s generally dynamic 
directing. 
Honjour,la,Bonjour, by Michel 
Tremblay. Directed by Marty 
Mulkey. Polaris Productions at 
Cafe Voltair's Underground Per-
formance Space 323 1 N. Clark 
thru October 10. Fri. and Sat. at 7 
p.m. Ticket $8 /$10. Box Office 
(3 12) 665-0619. 
On The Road To E~htenment 
. Nelson Russo IS Omar, a kntlt•- Shanley gives The Big Fu11k a 
By K~te Meha throw mg. emotiOnally volaule, but generous slice of life. Director 
Style Ulttor somehow _loveable brute, whm · !': ichard Shavzin gives it a power-
As funny as it is raw and honest, 
John Patrick Shanley's The Big 
Punk is among the finest produc-
tions currently on area stages. 
Sparsely set in an intimate black 
box theater, the play opens with a 
sadly revealing, ye t lightly 
humorous monologue delivered by 
Jill (Eii7.abcth Laidlaw), a woman 
with raven-like beauty and unusual 
stature. The play continues to esca-
late to the final , flawlessly 
o rches trated confession of an 
actor, who Hland~ completely nude 
center slage speaking or all, "That 
iu imple and true." 
Denying the audience nothing, 
Shanley lcaWt us down the bumpy 
l*h 10 ~tr enlightenment. Each 
claatacrer JXA~ effective trai~ 
tlwt deep! y IOOch and w rne ti me• 
prode the mind. and ~oul~ ur all 
who watch and heM. 
wo~ldly w1sdom drenches your up- ful am.l moody spirit The actors 
pct1te for more verbal abuse. Fifi, give the production a hilarious pcr-
(Suzzane Farkas) is a bright-eyed sonaltouch. All together, The Big 
woman who deltcately walks the Fu11k is a big prize. 
matrimonial edge with Omar. 
Looking like across between a bal-
lerina-on-acid and June Cleaver, 
her eyes have seen demons and the 
"big ugly kids" that routinely en-
courage failure in Omar's life. 
Kenny Williams is Austin, a man 
whose nurturing qualities and 
wholeness of spirit send him sear-
ching for the other half of his 
"self." Through eternally helping 
othcr1, he discovers the critical 
role we play in each olher's lives. 
Gregory repreHCniS those difficult 
people who enter our lives, only to 
innicllheirown uncerluinties upon 
u~. Self-righteous und downright 
slimy, he is Ute tool Jill needs 10 
untk> 11 bi1Jtrrc experience from her 
'""'· 
The Big Funk, by John Patrick 
Shanley. Directed by Richard 
Shavzin. Stmwdog Theater, 3829 
N. Broadway Thur.-Sat. 8p.m., 
Sun. at 7p.m. Through Oct. 17. 
TickcL~ $8-$ 12. Box office (312) 
528-9696. 
Find your 
honey In 
Up Close 
a n d 
Personal 
Fat Men in Skirts is Outrageous 
dX Simeo~ Pee bier 
l: '"'''"1P•g•Edllor stantly high. Pam's character 
It's Equus meets Alive! in Torso strengthens Howard's character, 
Theatre's production of Fat Men who, whether through acting or 
in Skirts, written by Nicky Silver, weaknesses in the scr ipt, has 
and directed by Billy Birmingham. weaker moments. 
Though not for the weak of Back on the island, Bishop be-
stomach, this riveting theatrical comes a savage, his body a 
performance is a rare gem among "magnificent building .. . the 
the experimental throes of Chicago f@#*ing Eiffel Tower," and, 
theatre. Both hilarious and eventually, he rapes his molhet. 
psychotic, Fat Men in Skirts Mom, by this time, is completely 
should not be missed. insane. So, they continue 10 enjoy 
The play opens with an excep- incest 
tionally strong performance by Act II beginsatHoward'shomc, 
Isabel Liss who plays Phyllis, and five years after the plane crash, 
Phyllis' son, Bishop, played by Phyllis and Bishop are rescued. 
David van Wert, as the only sur- Howard's lovcc, Pam, is pregnant 
vivors of a plane wreck who find and Howard decides to hide ber in 
themselves stranded on an unin- the closet, asking her to pretend to 
habited island. be the maid until the others leave. 
Phyllis is materialistic, lacks self Eventually, Phyllis tells Pam 
worth and strength, a woman who that she and her son are involved. 
has let her husband rule her life. A hungry Bishop walks in, then 
Bishop begins as a stuttering wimp proceeds to kill Pam and cat her 
- his mother's son, but who slow- leg. 
ly gathers anima l strength , The conclusion is satisfying, 
assuming the "role" of his father, though somewhat surprising. Has-
Howard (Haskell Simpson). kell Simpson appears latcc as Dr. 
The mother and son, stranded Nestor, a psychologist-type, and 
with no food, grow hungry. First, Amanda Bleu also appears as the _ 
they cat lipstick. Then, they turn as the unforgettable Popo Martin. 
tothe bodies inthewreckagcofthe This cerebral play is more than 
crash. wiuy auto eradication sometimes 
The is land scenes are inter- seen in this type of production. It 
spersed wi th flashbacks of is shocking and absorbing, intri-
Bishop's and Phyllis' lives before cate and well-conceived. 
the island. This is handled well -
it is not mechanical or rushed, the 
pace is meticulous and satisfying. 
Meunwhile, back home, 
Howard carries on an affair with 
Pam (Amanda Bleu). The laucc, 
an umpheUlminc uddict, is con· 
tree y 1 y emung 
Fat M•n 111 Skirts is scheduled fo 
an open-ended limited run, 6 p.m. 
Sun., at the Torso Theatre, 2827 N. 
Broadway. 312·549-3330, and 
tickets are $10. 
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Exit Gas GuvJers 
By Simon Cygielski 
Photo Editor 
The dark, foreboding un-
derside of human nature is 
fully exposed for examination 
In Profiles Performance 
Ensemble's production of The 
Water Engine by David 
Mamet. 
This haunting, but dynamic 
play tells the story of an 
idealistic young inventor, 
Charles Lang (Darrell Chris-
topher, who also co-directed) 
and his life and death struggle 
with two ruthless lawyers 
(played by Joe Jahraus and 
Scott Tennant) who try to pry 
from him the plans for his in-
vention, an engine fueled by 
water. The heavy subject mat-
ter and involved character 
development are never al-
lowed to weigh down or slow 
the action on the stage. The 
author's ideas are presented 
very directly without a trace 
of preachiness. The quickly-
building tension adds impact 
to Mamet's dark outlook on 
human nature. This quick 
paced, brilliantly acted 
production of the acclaimed 
play will win Profiles many 
new fans. 
The story of The Water Et~­
gine is multi-layered in many 
Photo by Ciodi Jahraus 
Joe Jahraus (left) and Darrell Christopher as Charles Lang (right) 
direct and star in David Mamet's The Water Engine. 
ways. The play has two set-
tings. The first is a 1930s radio 
studio. The scene is the story 
of Charles Lang, set in 
Chicago during the Century 
of Progress Exhibition, which 
is being broadcast as a radio 
drama. As the action of the 
play progresses, these two set-
tings constantly interact. The 
sound effects, produced by 
devices ranging from a half-
door to a pair of old shoes, 
bring us back to the early days 
of radio, even as Lang's situa-
tion turns from serious to 
desperate. This interaction of 
two separate realities could 
easily break the building ten-
sion of the main storyline. 
However, thanks to 
Christopher's and Joe 
Jahraus' smooth and straight-
forward directing, the two 
settings merge easily into one 
indivisible reality. 
In this play, Mamet also op-
poses another set of realities, 
the advancement in technol-
ogy, and the lack of progress 
in moral values. Charles Lang, 
a symbol of the first, his com-
pletely innocent motives, his 
wonderful machine promis-
ing to change the human 
condition for the better, is at 
the mercy of the other, 
portrayed by the two lawyers 
Call t:o all 
l:olutnbia !it:udent:!i 
Hokin Student Advisory Board 
Fall of'93 
r.=~~~~~~~ rr~~~~~~~ 
The Hokin Student Advi-
sory Board is now accept-
ing and reviewing applica-
tions for Fall vacancies for 
the up-coming year. The 
Hokin Advisory Board, 
which is . comprised of a 
student representative from 
each academic department, 
oversees the budget, poli-
cies, and procedures ofthe 
Hokin Center. Here's your 
chance to enhance your 
leadership skills and serve 
your fellow students. 
Get 
Involved!!! 
In order to be considered 
for the Hokin Student 
Board, you must meet these 
application requirements: 
1. Be an enrolled student. 
2. Good academic stand-
mg. 
3. Sophomore or above. 
4. One-year commitment. 
5. Available 5-10 hours a 
month. 
6. Available Friday 
Mornings. 
Join the Hokin 
Advisory Board! 
It's your chance to 
make a difference! 
Representatives for the following departments are needed: 
Academic computing, Dance department, English, Fiction Writing, Film I 
Video, Marketing, Communications, Photography, Radio/Sound, Science/ 
Math, Television, Theater/Music 
The Hokin Student Advisory Board is open to all students. 
Applications and details available in the Hokin Center Office 
who twist morality in any 
way that appears to bring 
them the greatest advantage. 
This is especially true when 
Lawre nce Oberman, a 
fabulously menacing charac-
ter played by JoeJahraus, tries 
to convince Lang that his en-
gine is not his property, but 
instead belongs to his 
employer. Lang isn' t swayed, 
but Oberman's reasoning is 
eerily convincing. 
The cast of Tfte Water En-
gine, without exception, does 
an excellent job in bringing 
the play's characters to life. 
Darrell Christopher creates a 
riveting persona for Lang, a 
man so involved in his crea-
tive passions that he only 
starts to deal with the real 
world when the safety of his 
creation is threatened. Scott 
Tennant and Joe Jahraus, the 
lawyers who try to steal 
Lang's invention, build the 
tension to the breaking point, 
resorting to threats and 
violence, when their attempts 
to con the engine's plans from 
Lang fail. Jordan Leshtz, a 
Columbia theater student, 
delivers an inspired perfor-
mance in multiple roles as 
Be rnie, a mechanically 
talented, although somewhat 
scatterbrained son of a repair-
man, and as a stage hand and 
sound effects man in the radio 
s tudio. 
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Joe Jahraus' stage design 
and Keith Medici's lighting 
play with spatial relation-
ships, allowing the Red 
Bones' tiny stage to show a 
number of places at the same 
time, while never leaving the 
radio studio. Included in the 
stage design is a large number 
of sound effects devices, 
which add a lovely aura of 
authenticity to the old sound 
stage. 
This intelligently directed 
and brilliantly acted produc-
tion must be seen to be 
appreciated. Its many ele-
ments combine to form a truly 
inspired, unforgettable 
whole. 
The Water Engine, by David 
Mamet, at the Red Bones Theatre, 
4147 N. Broadway Ave. Directed 
by Joe J ahraus and Darrell Chris-
topher. Produced by Profiles 
Performance Enscm ble. Runs 
through October 24. Performan-
ces on Fridays and Saturdays at 8 
p.m., Sundays at 7 p.m. Admission 
$10 general, $8 students I seniors. 
Reservations and info (312)404-
8341. 
Advertise in 
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Cale's the Ultimate Tennant 
By Joseph Schrank 
Fmtures Editor 
The Goodman Theatre's Solo 
Series continued September 23 
with the world premiere of Some-
body Else's House a production 
written and performed by David 
Cale. Cale is no stranger to the 
Goodman, this being his fourth 
production at the theatre. Cale 
made his Goodman debut in 1988 
with The Redthroats and has 
since offered Smooch Music and 
Deep In A Dream Of You. In ad-
dition to theatre, Calc has also 
worked in film. His credits include 
Radio Days, Moon Over Parador, 
Men Don't Leave and He Said, 
She Said. 
In Somebody Else's House, 
Cale displays his wide·ranging 
talents as he plays II different 
characters. The characters are all 
quite different but they share the. 
feeling of going through the world 
as if they were in "somebOdy else's 
house." 
portrays two scenes as women. 
One is a women who claims to 
have had affairs with several stars. 
If a person only had an audio tape 
of the show they would have no 
idea that the scene was played by a 
male. 
In the other female role, Cale is 
a woman having an affair with a 
much younger man. The feelings 
of loyalty to her husband and the 
lust for the younger man are very 
convincing and strikingly funny. 
Somebody Else's House is a 
very funny play that shows David 
Cale' s brilliance at capturing the 
essential behavior of people. 1be 
fact that he alone wrote and per-
formed every character makes his 
performance even more extraordi-
nary. 
Qui Qui is the opening character 
who takes us through the mind of 
a man who is suicidal and can't 
find his way in life. Qui Qui sets 
the tone for the rest of the play in 
his squeaky, desperate yet amus· 
ing tone. Making fun of his host's . 
condition, Qui Qui can't seem to 
understand why the man is so sad. 
Qui Qui is more of a symbolic fig-
ure in the play than a real character. 
He mirrors the desperate struggle 
that many people go through in LS'!'o-m-e-:-bo- d-:-y-::E::-'Ise's House at the 
trying to fmd happiness outside of Goodman Theatre Studio. 
themselves. The only weaknesses in the 
One of the mo~t powerful char- script are the accents that Calc 
acters of the play ts a gay man who uses for some of his ~haracters 
can't deal with his sex~lity an.d The ones with foreign accents~ 
what others perc~tve of~":!· Thts sometimes hard to understand and 
man has an effemmate, Bnttsh·ac- . . . 
ccntcd voice and his hopelessness Qut Qut can be gratmg. 
is complete and devastating. Overlooking these monor fa~lts 
Sissy thinks he was named after o~e w~H surely be able to enJOY 
Sissy Spacek and he raises a duck this bnlbantl funny lay .. 
as a chicken. He lets the duck go ome 0 Y se s ous~ · nt-
. . ten and performed by DaVId Cale. 
wtth a. flock flytn~ south. ~or Directed by David Petrarca. At the 
playwnght Calc, thts symbolizes Goodman Theatre Studio, 200 s. 
~pic ":'ho ftnd themselves after Columbus Drive thru Oct. IO. 
ltvmg bltndly fo~ so long. Tickets$15/$17. Box Offtce(312) 
The play steadily progresses and 443-3800 Goups of 15 or more 
in each scene the charac~ com.c call (312).443-4947. ' 
to bettcc understand thetr condi-
tions. 
Cale really shines when he 
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Macaulay Culkin (right) is Henry Evans and Elijah Wood (left) Is his 
cousin, Mark In The Good Son. 
Culkin should have stayed 
at Home •.. Alone 
By John Yesutis 
Sptt:iol Set:lirms Editor 
There was a brief story in the 
Chicago Tribune recently about 
Macaulay Cullcin's new film The 
Good Son. In the article, 
Macaulay's father Kit confessed to 
allowing his son to play such a 
different role than he's known for, 
so Little Mack would avoid being 
typecast in the future. After seeing 
The Good Son it's safe to say that 
the wee-Culkin will not be grow· 
ing out of Kevin Home Alone 
McCallister's pants anytime soon. 
This film, from Twentieth Cen-
tury Fox, is an inept endeavor from 
director Joseph Ruben (Sleeping 
wilh the Enemy and The Step-
father) that is sure to have fans of 
Home Alone scurrying from 
thcatels in droves. Chock full of 
til-timed, unintentionally comical 
Jialogue, The Good Son is more 
comedy than thriller. 
The Good Son lacks a true, dis-
cemable story and has absolutely 
no basis in reality. Though it is true 
that the battle between good and 
evil, Mark and Henry in this in-
stance, has been waged since the 
beginning of time, the events 
portrayed in this fi lm are laughable 
attempts at recreating this age old, 
yet sometimes enjoyable scenario. 
This film moves along in such a 
way that implies each scene is of 
greater importance than the one 
that proceded it While this techni-
que is frequently employed in film, 
to highlight the continued decline 
into insanity by a character, or the 
growing tension between two 
characters, it is rendered ineffec-
tive when the actor in question 
(Macaulay Culkin) moves through 
these scenes with a constant smirk 
on his face. 
Following the death of his 
mother, young Mark (Elijah 
Wood) is shipped off to his aunt 
and uncle's house in Maine while 
his father jets off to the Orient 10 
close an important business deal. 
The family has a boy who is 
Mark's age for him to play with 
and perhaps help him take his mind 
off his dcccascd mother. 
There arc scenes in this film that 
may quite possibly be a view inlO 
Macaulay Culkin's future. Given a 
good story, strong guidance from 
the direelOr, and room 10 experi-
ment, Liule Mack may just tum out 
10 be :t decent villain. But at the 
Advertise in 
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present, Culkin lacks depth as nn 
actor. 
Performances In this ftlm on the 
whole are substandard and 
melodramatic. Gimmicky 
theatrics have no place in the 
thriller genre, so why are they 
here? It's simple: There is no ten-
sion provided by the story. So the 
director, moving feverishly about 
the set of his failing film, must try 
to pull tension out of the actors and 
actresses. The result is their ac-
tions, as well as their dialogue, 
appear forced, and overplayed. 
Violence in today's society is 
commonplace. All too often reality 
mixes with something we believe 
could never happen and it's hard 
to draw the line between fact and 
fantasy . In order to convey 
Henry's nefarious soul to the 
audience, The Good Son relies on 
events and dialogue that seem im-
plausible. 
In one scene, Henry takes Mark 
to his workshop to show him some-
thing be has made. What Henry 
shows Mark is a dummy that' s 
dubbed " Mr. Highway." If you've 
already guessed that young Henry 
drops the dummy off a bridge that 
passes over a busy road, you're 
correct The consequence of this 
action is an eight car accident, in 
which, miraculously, nobody is 
killed. Now this reviewer's ques-
tion is this: Can a boy of twelve 
have a soul and mind as troubled 
as the one portrayed in this film? 
And if so, where the hell are this 
kid's parents? 
The fact of the maucr is Henry's 
father pops in and out of the film 
haph:uardly and his mother ap-
pears too busy racking herself with 
guilt over the "accidental" drown-
ing of her young son. 
Unfonunntely, this appears to be a 
cop-out by the screenwriter. It's 
certainly easier to write the parents 
out of the film rather than take the 
time 10 force Henry's parents to 
confront their son about his 
remarkably odd behavior. 
The Good Son is not a bad 
choice for the average filmgocr if 
he desires a good laugh. Serious 
fans of film and the thriller genre 
heucr look elsewhere. 
The Good Son ... 87 minutes 
ReleuiM!d by Twentieth Cen-
tury l<'ox 
Directed by joseph Ruben; 
Produced by Mary Ann 
Page and Rube11 
Henry ...... M11caulay Culkin 
Mark ......... IWjah Wood 
Su1an ........ Wendy Crewson 
Jack .................. David Morse 
Wllllace ..... Oanlel H. Kelly 
Allce .... Jacquellne llrookes 
Connle .......... Qulnn Culkin 
?~ 
Fox in Love 
By Michel Schwartz 
Prodwction Editor 
We all know him as the over-
achieving, money-grabbing, 
Republican-voting Alex P. 
Keaton, but what is the real 
Michael J. Fox like? This 
reporter got a closer glimpse 
than most people get when she 
recently interviewed him. 
Michael J. Fox has a very ar-
ticulate and intense air about 
him. His unpracticed facial ex-
pressionsarenotasanimatedas 
the ones we see on television , 
and movie screens. And the best · 
part was that this 4'9" journalist 
was able to see eye-to-eye with 
the Canadian-born celebrity. 
Fox spent time in Chicago this 
week to plug his latest film, For 
Love or Money, in which he 
stars as Doug Ireland, the con-
cierge of the Bradbury Hotel in 
New York. Opposite of him Is 
Gabrielle Anwar, Oast seen in 
"A Scent of a Woman") playing 
the dippy, naive, idealist dam-
sel, Andy Hart. If Doug follows 
millionaire Christian Hanover's 
(Anthony Higgins) orders he 
believes has a shot at building 
the hotel he planned. The 
"order" is to lie and entertain 
Andy, Christian's young 
mistress. One would think that 
babysitting this rich man's 
madame would be no problem 
especially since fulfilling 
people's wishes is Doug's job 
and he is the best at his lrade. 
The only glitch is that 
Christian's mislress happens to 
be the woman Ireland is in love 
with. 
For Love or Money is a very 
cute movie with a good 
storyline. However, the entire 
cast plays off of Michael J. Fox's 
acting. According to director 
Barry Sonnenfeld, this is noth-
ing new for Fox. "Michael's a 
very funny comedian and a fine 
actor, but one of the things he 
does best is react to other ac-
tors," Sonnenfeld says. "He's a 
lot like Cary Grant that way. 
Cary Grant was always giving 
his lines to other actors so that 
you could see him reacting to 
someone else. A lot of the time, 
it's the~ that gets a big-
ger laugh than the other person 
talking." In response to this 
corno;•ri•;on Fox said, "As flat-
ls ... that's not even 
an nrea for me to even try to 
handle. I mean, he was like a 
giant." 
Fox escaped experiences with 
" fast cars and alcohol," the 
"Corey Haim route." Fox ex-
plains, "I wasn' t Inclined to go 
that way; I was Inclined to pur-
sue a job that I really love .. .! 
wasn't into self-destruction, I 
was Into self-fulfillment." 
For /.o~• or Monty is now at 
locul theaters. At 95 minute.~. the 
film wa~ directed by Bnrry Son-
nenfeld, produced by Briun Gazer 
nnd wriucn by Murk Roscnthul 
und Lawrence Konner. 
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Kim Bulnger plays a bank robber In Tlte Rtlll McCoy. 
The Real MOCoy is no Bonnie & Clyde 
Joseph Schrank 
Fsture Editor 
Kim Basinger has rarely been in 
a movie where her character was 
sman, cunning and resourceful. 
Her drop-dead good looks and 
stunning figure have, up until t,his 
point, managed to land l!ec roles 
where all she had to do was play 
dumb and tum up the lust of the 
male movie-going audience. 
In The Real McCoy she is sup-
posed to be all of these things 
(except dumb). Basinger portrays 
Karen McCoy, a master bank thief 
who has just been released from 
jail after serving a six-year sen-
tence for attempting to rob the 
Atlanta Union Bank. ' 
Upon release, she decides to go 
back to Atlanta to find honest work 
and reunite with her young son 
Patrick (Zach English). She is 
denied access to him by her ex-
husband Lewis (Dean 
Rader-Duval) who has already told 
Patrick that his mother is dead. 
McCoy befriends amateur hold-
upartistJ .T. Barker (played by Val 
Kilmer), who offers her a "score" 
after he sees how liUie luck she's 
having fmding "regular" employ-
ment It turns out that Barker has 
long idolized McCoy's bank rob-
beries and they become friends 
after meeting at the probation of-
fice. At first , McCoy brushes 
Barker off because she doesn't 
want to be pan of the criminal life-
style, but eventually she accepts 
him. 
McCoy flatly refuses the offc• 
for "employment." Barker, beint: 
the amateur he is, stupidly men 
lions the fact that McCoy is fresh 
out of prison to Jack Schmidt 
(Terence Stamp) before he con-
sulted McCoy. The two have a past 
but, unfortunately, the scriptwriter 
didn't let his audience in on the 
secret All that we know is that 
Schmidt is a major criminal and 
McCoy despises hin1. Again, we 
don't know why. 
Schmidt, eager to usc McCoy's 
talents, offers her a chance to rob 
the Atlanta Union Bank again. 
McCoy refuses and the obviou.' 
plot move is for Schmidt to kidnap 
McCoy's son, forcing her to rob 
the bank. Up 10 this point, the plot 
is believable but then something 
happens that changes the direction 
of the film. McCoy agrees to 
mastermind the bank robbery but 
she 'knows where her son is the 
whole time. Why not just go to tho 
j>olico and tum Schmidt in? Sure, 
movies aren't required lO portray 
I'Clllity but that doesn't mean they 
should be full of idiocy. 
McCoyandBarkereachgeta2S'-'i 
cut and McCoy gees her son back. 
The main problem is that now the 
bank sports a state-of-the-art 
security syste!D that, according 10 
the manufacturer, is virtually 
foolproof. 
By this point in tbe movie, this 
reviewer didn't really care if they 
did the job oc not. He just WlmiOd 
to get out of tbe theater. The whole 
plot was a mess that grew smellier 
by the minute.The attempt by 
director Russel Mulcahy and 
scriptwriters to show a reversal of 
male-dominant and female-sub-
missiveroles, the kind seen in most 
movies these days, was a noble one 
but it just dido 't worlt.. The most 
glaring reason for McCoy's lack of 
strength was that the character 
wasn't smart to begin with. 
Basinger's acting was terrible 
throughout most of the film. She 
just doesn't come off very lOUgh, 
especiallywithhecdown-homeac-
cent Seeing her stumble through 
the scenes, this reviewer can only 
guess as to why she toot a role that 
was doomed from tbe start. This 
movie will ooly add to tbe percep-
tion of Basinger a a beautiful but 
dumb blonde (maybe one not al-
together undeserved). 
Terence Stamp in the villain role 
is propet"ly menacing. Expect 10 
see more bad guy roles from him 
in the future. 
Saving the ftlm from total failure 
is the pivotal performance turned 
in by Val Kilmer. Playing a char-
acter dumber than McCoy would 
be a monumental feat foc any actor 
and Kilmer pulls it off beautifully. 
The Real McCoy 
Universal' Pictures 
106 minutes 
Directed by Russel Mulcahy 
Produced by Martin Bregman, 
Willi Baer and Michael S. Breg-
man. 
Karen McCoy-Kim Basinger 
J.T. Barker-Val Kilmer 
Jack Schmidt-Terence Stamp 
Rated:PG-13 
Now playing at theaters 
everywhere. 
Find a new honey In ow new 
UP. 
CLOSE 
• .AND 
PERSONAL Will McCoy and Barker suc-cessfully help Schmidt rob tho 
Atlanta Union Bank? This time 
around tho institution Is a federal I 
holdina bank und the prize is $18 
million. If they are successful; 
• c 0 n 
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Babe 
Frompage7 
"Ooooooh yeah ... balding!" en-
thused the other Victoria's Secret 
M<1<!el breathily. 
This is great stuff and many men 
are probably hoping Leyner's 
vision will come to fruition. 
Leyner climaxes his 
megalornanical rampage by decid-
ing to disappear from the face of 
the earth. Testimonials from 
numerous celebrities on the great. 
ness of Leyner after his 
disappearance almost made this 
reviewer hyperventilate. Especial-
ly hilarious are ones from Clarence 
Thomas, Jessica Hahn, and 
Katarina WilL A love affair with 
Katarina, right on, Mr. Leyner. 
A slicing undertone of contempt 
for Hollywood propaganda can be 
sensed in Leyner's jabs at 111any 
celebrities throughout the book. 
After aU, what malces these people 
more important than anyone else? 
Leyner's exploitation of current 
and past stars malces for some very 
entertaining reading. 
Along the way we are treated to 
some interesting erotica, and 
. "biomedical fantasies." They are 
out there, but they are not offen-
sive. 
Et Tu, Babe is a totally original 
masterwork of fiction and is one of 
those special books that only come 
• around every few years. Leyner 
even says so himself, 
• Et Tu, Babe - ·a master jam of 
relentless humor and indeter-
minate trl\iectories • teeming with 
creatures and the burlesque of their 
virulent lives • will undoubtedly 
be, page by page, line by line, the 
ino'st entertain ing book that 
·Vintage has ever published." 
Go out and buy it, Babe. 
. REAO!f HE 
)II .. 
1 Hour 
2 Hours 
3 Hours 
4 Hours 
Coupon 
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CIJARLES B. 11\LAl\DER 
Good Operations, Bad Opera-
tions: the People's Medical 
Society's Guide to Surgery, By 
Charles B. Inlander, Viking, 
1993,429 pages, $27.50. 
Reviewed By Simeon 
Peebler 
Editorial Pog< Editor 
Did you know that unnecessary 
surgery may result in 86,000 
deaths per year, or that 10 percent 
of all hospital patients will acquire 
an infection that they did not have 
when they entered the hospital? 
Good Operations, Bad Opera· 
lions gives the consumer 
information the medical com-
munity would rather not discuss. 
From "How to Choose a Sur-
geon," to the national problem of 
unnecessary surgery, Inlander's 
book also provides a compilation 
of information that many medical 
practitioners do not have. In-
d<;pth, yet easy to read, the book 
gives this important data to the 
public so they can make informed 
decisions about their own health 
care. 
In e;<amining \he 100 most com-
mon surgical procedures, Good 
Operations, Bad Operations 
begins with "Abdominal Aorta 
Resection and Replacement" and 
ends with "Wound Debridement 
and Excision." In each case, In-
lander asks: 
*What condition does the proce-
dure treat? 
• What is the procedure? 
*Who performs the procedure? 
*Where is the procedure per-
formed? 
*What are the mortality and 
morbidity rates 
*What are the other complic-
ations and possible side eff-
ects? 
*Is this the most appropriate 
procedure for the condition? 
• Are there alternatives to this 
procedure? 
*What is controversial about 
the procedure? 
There are no other guides com-
parable to this type of information. 
Inlander and the staff of the 
People's Medical Society follow 
through entirely on their intent of 
this book. There is also a full sec-
tion of notes on source material 
used, followed by a comprehen-
, sive index. 
Inlander. is the presi<)ent of the 
.People' s Medical Society, an 
80,000-member group whose 
goals include: gelling previously 
unavailable information into the 
hands of ordinary people, and to 
publish information desig11ed to 
make every American a smart 
health care consumer. On both of 
those pomts they have doqe an ex-
cellent job with the publication of 
Good Operations, Bad Qpera-
tions.' 
READ BOOKS 
READ BOOKS 
READ BOOKS 
READ BOOKS 
READ-BOOKS ·-
REAI)BOOKS 
READ BOOKS 
By Martha E. Hernandez 
N<UJS Editor 
Tne New American 
I was born in 1970 
I never liked ballet, tap or 
piano classes 
I liked playing football in 
the mud with the guys 
eventhough I was the one 
always getting hurt 
I hate roller skates 
and pink flowered dresses 
I'm what I consider a 
wannabe writer 
You see I've been spending 
the last ten years of my life 
with geniuses like 
J.D. Sal linger who walked that 
narrow coming of age margin 
and speaks my tongue 
Ernest Hemingway has taken me 
to cafes 
in Paris and bullfights in Spain 
I spent last summer in the French 
Riviera 
with F. Scou Fitzgerald and his 
emotionally depressed, rich 
friends 
Alice Walker constantly 
reminds me of the importance of 
role models for young writers 
and teaches me to love myself 
for being a woman, a sister, a lover. 
an activist and all the other tradi-
tions I 
am a part of 
"0 Captain! My Captain!" Is the 
hardest 
thing I've ever read 
I think of my fathers mortality 
Ohl Walt Witman 
I admire Lincoln too and in a way 
you will always be my captain 
Henry Rollins has taught me not 
to take shit from anybody 
·Jim Morrison malces me feel like 
the Lizard Queen 
and is great company during a 
nitrOII ~ high 
play allt0ur doors and you ' II see 
I love Sandra Cisneros wiked ways 
she knows me as the sensitive 
Auditorium Garage 
Southeast Corner 
Congress Parkway and Wabash Avenue 
Discount Parking for 
Students & Faculty 
Day and Night 
woman I am 
yet rips me a pan by telling me the 
truth 
about the men I love 
Henry Miller adores my perverted 
mind 
I wont apologize for any of my 
friends or the 
th ings they've writen and I'll 
never,ever 
give them up 
She 
By Michel Schwartz 
Production Editor 
She hides, 
Trapped, 
Alone in her own dungeon. 
No one acknowledges her exist-
ence 
Doomed to a life in solitude and 
Forced to think herself into im-
prisonment, 
She lets out a wailing cry. 
No one hears her. 
She tries again. 
Once again, 
No response. 
Hopeless. 
She lived alone, 
She must die alone. 
Vulnerable as an open sore. 
Waiting for and infection of the 
heart to develop, 
She.cries herself to death. 
Stroll in the Park 
Walk with me, little one. 
See the beautiful earth -
Muzzled by snow and coldness. 
Remember, little one. 
:You may feel trapped one day 
But the snow will melt. 
There will always be a path to walk 
In the park 
That isn't slippery with ice 
And where the snow isn 'ttoo deep. 
Spring will visit you soon. 
I cannot wipe from your memory 
THe bitterness of winter 
But I can help bundle you up better 
And get you through till spring. 
$ 4.00 5 Hours $5.25 
4.50 6 10 Hours 
4.75 11- 12 Hours 
5.00 13- 24 Hours 
All Rates include city parking tax 
(Validate your parking ticket at school) 
Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon 
5.50 
6.00 
7.50 
$2.00 Discount off any validated ticket 
with this coupon 
(Expires 10-11-93) 
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~ ITU . alti-arts performance showcase and dance 
party produced by students ror students. The 
showcase features sorne .of Columbia"s finest 
student work from many areas. Don"t miss your 
chance to see what Columbia is all about then 
dance the night away at the Dance Party. 
SHC>WCASE: DA.NCE PA.R~: 
Get:z Theater Crystal Ballr~om 
72. East I I th Street Blackstone Hotel 
FRII:>~~" C>C,-c>BER, I 5, I 993 
2 P~ and 7:30 PM 9 PM till I 2. MIDNIGHT 
The Class Bash is an orientation event sponsored 
by ~cademic ~dvising. For more information,. call 
663- I GOO e.xt. 645. 
' ._ 
